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Approved Meeting Minutes 

 
IEEE/ICES TC95 Subcommittee 4 

 
June 10, 2006 
1300 to 1600 h 

 
Gran Mielia Cancun Resort 

Cancun, Mexico 
 

1. Call to Order 
The meeting was called to order by Co-chairman Ziskin at 1310 PM 

2. Introduction of those Present 
Each of the attendees introduced him/herself. (See Attachment 1 for the list of attendees.)

3. Approval of Agenda 
Following a motion by Bushberg and a second by Ziriax, the agenda was approved without 
modification.  (See Attachment 2 for agenda.) 

4. Approval of the Minutes of Dec 10, 2005 Meeting 
Following a motion by Cohen and a second by Chou, the minutes of the December 2005 
meeting were approved without modification. 

5. Secretary's Report 
a. Open action items from previous meetings 

Each item on the list of open action items from previous meetings was reviewed. (See 
Attachment 3).  There are still a number of open items from previous meetings including 
the following: 1) A caveat to the effect that high power densities (above 1000 W/m2) may 
be perceived; 2) An explanation of the relaxation associated with changing peak spatial 
average SAR values and averaging volume, e.g., press release; 3) A report summarizing 
the results of literature evaluation; 4) A discussion of the possible ways of examining the 
results of the literature evaluation, e.g. summarize the statistics for each reviewed paper; 
and 5) A letter to OSHA to inform them of C95.1 revision.  In addition, Chou pointed out 
that although the action item to derive the SAR value from adverse thermal threshold data 
is closed for the 2005 standard, it is an ongoing issue that should be considered during the 
development of the next revision.  
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b. ICNIRP collaboration meeting 
Petersen reported that the ICNIRP Secretariat, Dr. Ziegelberger, invited ICES participation 
in the “International Cooperation” session of the ICNIRP Annual General Meeting, 
Saturday, May 27, 2006, in Chicago.  The ExCom determined that it would be appropriate 
for the new SC-4 Co-chairman, Art Thansandote, to attend the meeting—which he did (see 
Attachment 4 for his report).  He gave a short update on ICES activities at the ICNIRP 
meeting (see Attachment 5 for the slides) following which there were a number of 
questions and a discussion.  The discussion, comments and questions covered a number of 
issues, including the following: 1) Whether or not ICES plans to develop exposure 
standards for static fields; 2) Whether or not the Precautionary Principle was taken into 
account when the MPEs for the action levels were developed; 3) The status or future of the 
C95.1-2005 standard in the US and Canada; 4) Differences between the peak spatial-
average SAR limits of ICNIRP and C95.1-2005—specifically how the pinna is treated; and 
5) C95.1-2005 is a rather thick and complex document whereas in order to be useful, 
standards should be simple and methods for compliance evaluation should not be complex.  
More discussion on each of these issues can be found in Attachment 4. 

6. Chairman’s Report 
Ziskin began his presentation by thanking the former SC4 leadership for their role in moving 
C95.1-2005 through to completion.  He then gave a presentation on the recent meeting (9 May) 
with the RF Interagency Working Group (IAWG).  (See Attachment 6 for summary slides; see 
Attachment 7 for complete set of slides shown at the IAWG meeting.)  He noted that several 
members of the IAWG that attended the meeting were in the audience and asked if they had any 
comments on the presentation or on the new standard.  Cyr raised the issue of thermal versus 
non-thermal effects.  He pointed out that according to the annexes there were no relevant or 
credible non-thermal effects were found, i.e., effects that occurred at exposure levels below the 
thresholds for thermal effects.  Therefore the standard is based on only thermal effects.  He 
recalled a meeting several years ago where non-thermal effects were reviewed in detail, and the 
meeting in Dublin where Sheppard reviewed non-thermal effects in detail.  He suggested that 
the issue should again be reviewed in detail and written up to help address obvious questions 
that can be expected to arise in the future.   

ACTION ITEM 

Balzano, Elder, Johnston, and Swicord will provide review/summary of non-thermal effect 
presentations from earlier ICES meetings and other meetings (e.g., COST 281).  

Cyr pointed out that if ICES expects to gain the attention of the federal agencies regarding their 
adoption of C95.1-2005, a clear, short, succinct press-release should be prepared that contains 
the appropriate sound-bites, e.g., the standard is based on science, it is conservative, etc.  Ziskin 
asked for suggestions on how to proceed.  Swicord suggested that the release should contain a 
statement on non-thermal effects and how they were addressed in the literature review.  He said 
that the language would be crucial since some of the reading audience could be scientifically 
naïve.  Lotz pointed out that getting the point across in a short one-page document is going to be 
difficult.  Chou suggested forming an ad hoc group to prepare a short statement, which led to the 
following action item: 

ACTION ITEM 

Chou, Elder, Foster, Johnston to prepare succinct one-page press-release on the 2005 
standard that would be useful for the public, but especially for the federal agencies.  The 
press-release should also address the issue of non-thermal effects. 
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7. Update on IEEE Standard Approval 
Petersen reported that C95.1 was approved 3 October 2005 and published 19 April 2006.  The 
delay was due to the length of the queue of standards awaiting final project editor review, 
formatting and printing.  During the interval between approval and publication, an appeal was 
filed by David Fichtenberg that was heard by an IEEE SA Standards Board Appeals Panel at 
the March Standards Board Meeting.  Chou, D’Andrea and Fichtenberg participated by 
teleconference; Petersen attended the hearing.  The appeal, which essentially claimed that the 
committee set the bar too high regarding the science, e.g., “established adverse effects in 
humans,” and does not include low-level effects which have been reported but have not been 
established.  The appellant felt that this information should have been discussed in more detail 
in the normative parts of the standard and not so doing was a violation of the IEEE Code of 
Ethics because it failed to prominently warn readers that such effects have been reported.  The 
appeals panel, which only addresses procedural issues, due process, etc., denied the appeal 1n 
their 27 April 2006 decision. 

8. Old Business 
a. Matters arising from the minutes 

Chairman Ziskin showed a series of slides showing matters arising from the minutes of the 
previous meeting (see Attachment 8).  With regard to the preparation of a short paper for 
publication in IEEE Spectrum, Petersen noted that he sent several e-mails to the editor of 
the magazine asking for guidance on the type of article that would be of interest to its 
readers, but he never received a response.  There was also a brief discussion of the ICES 
website; it was agreed that Robert Thomas, at Brooks City Base, should be contacted to 
find out how best to proceed in the development of a user friendly website.  Thomas 
maintains the ANSI ASC Z136 (laser safety) website, which Petersen noted is extremely 
user friendly and would serve as a good model.  D’Andrea agreed to contact Thomas. 

Regarding a more detailed paper for publication in a journal such as Health Physics, Chou 
mentioned that he had prepared several similar papers for meetings that could serve as the 
basis for an ICES paper.  He agreed to work with Tell to prepare a paper suitable for 
publication in Health Physics, or a similar journal.   

ACTION ITEM 

Chou will work with Tell to provide rough draft (based on paper already prepared by 
Chou) of a paper that could serve as the basis for an in-depth paper for publication in 
a journal such as Health Physics. 

ACTION ITEM 

Adair, Chou, Lang, Osepchuk, Petersen Tell, Varanelli, and Ziskin will polish the 
rough draft developed above for publication in a journal such as Health Physics. 

Murphy said that he, Bodemann, Johnston, and several other ICES members have given 
presentations at a number international meetings and the word about ICES is getting out.  
Johnston suggested preparing a paper for the Medical Physics Journal, which would reach 
a good audience.  Swicord suggested drafting a short article suitable for publishing in the 
BEMS Newsletter.   

ACTION ITEM 

Osepchuk and Petersen will prepare shorter paper for publication in the 
Bioelectromagnetics Newsletter or an article in IEEE Spectrum.  Petersen will follow 
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up (again) with the Spectrum Editor to determine the type of paper that would be 
accept able. 

b. Literature surveillance 

Morrissey raised the issue of whole-body averaged SAR versus local SAR versus ΔT 
as the basis for the next revision, e.g., what types of studies should be the focus of the 
literature surveillance.  Lotz pointed out that basing the revision on ΔT may be 
problematic in that ΔT is a dependent variable that is dependent on a number of 
variables and conditions.  Chou explained that he thought the basis of the revision 
would still be whole-body averaged SAR, but ΔT may be more realistic for addressing 
localized exposure.  Morrissey stated that while ΔT may be difficult to define, it is an 
important end point that should at least be considered.  Lotz agreed but pointed out 
many other influencing factors would have to be considered, e.g., environmental 
temperature.  Swicord suggested that a suitable safety factor could address some of 
these factors and agreed that ΔT would be important for localized exposure.  Lotz 
pointed out that when dealing with SAR, it is not necessary to deal in detail with the 
other factors that could influence ΔT.  He added that behavioral disruption is not 
necessarily caused by a 1 °C ΔT and, if the basis of the revision is ΔT, the revision 
would be impractical for use as the basis of an occupational safety and health program 
unless specific guidance was included to address conditions normally encountered in 
the workplace.  He said that he is against using ΔT as the basis of the revision—SAR is 
still the objective metric that can be related to the amount of energy absorbed from the 
incident fields and to a threshold for a specific biological endpoint.  He agreed that it 
would be more reasonable to relate ΔT to localized exposure, but concluded that ΔT is 
not convincingly related to peak spatial-average SAR.  Johnston agreed with Lotz—all 
of the variables that would have to be addressed if the basic restrictions were based on 
ΔT would make it an impractical metric.   

In response to a question from McIntosh, Ziskin responded that a 1 °C ΔT would be a 
useful threshold.  This value is documented in the literature—a 2 °C increase should be 
avoided, but 1 °C is a reasonable choice.  In response to a question from Desta 
regarding a biological endpoint for ΔT, Ziskin pointed out that certainly cell death 
would be one but there may be are other important ones as well. 

The question of “a feeling of well-being,” as defined in the WHO definition of health 
effect, was discussed briefly, specifically as it might apply to those who are convinced 
that they are electro-sensitive and whether or not it is appropriate to consider during 
the revision of C95.1-2005.  Lang pointed out that it would be almost impossible to 
define “well being,” which means different things to different people and could not be 
used in any meaningful way to determine basic restrictions and MPEs.   

c. Literature review/evaluation 

Morrissey briefly described the makeup of the Literature Surveillance Working Group.  
He said that the working group needs rules for selecting and distinguishing between 
good versus relevant papers.  He briefly described the following steps as a possibility 
(see Attachment 9):  

1) Collecting every RF bioeffects article 

2) Selecting of papers relevant to standard setting 
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3) Dividing relevant papers into specialty areas for initial review 

4) Critically evaluating the papers for scientific validity 

5) Preparation of synoptic reviews of selected topics 

He suggested that the Literature Surveillance Working Group should probably focus 
on the first three items.  Johnston suggested changing step 2 to “citations relative to the 
weight of evidence, while Ziskin thought that weight of evidence should come at the 
end—not up front.  Swicord agreed with Ziskin.  Johnston explained that she was 
concerned about the detail of the earlier process, e.g., looking at and submitting all of 
the papers through detailed biological and engineering evaluation processes.  This 
slowed the process last time because of the large number of papers and resulted in a 
number of papers that were not reviewed by the evaluation working groups.  Although 
the focus was on papers that reported positive results, not all topics were covered and 
the reviews for a large part were written by expert individuals—not by working groups.  
She recommended reviewing Annex B and revising it if necessary using all peer-
reviewed published papers.   

Cohen suggested moving weight of evidence to step 4—step 2 should be “eliminate 
non-relevant papers.”  Leszczynski recommended looking at all primary research 
papers and judging their relevance in step 4.  He asked whether papers reporting 
thresholds below the threshold used in C95.1-2005 would be the only ones considered.  
Lotz recommended a review of all papers because we don’t know what may change 
during the next few years.  Ziskin disagreed that everything must be critically 
reviewed/considered.  He felt that this was too ambitious, and could once again bog 
down the process of reviewing all of the papers that needed critical review.  Bushberg 
recommended a periodic review of the evaluation/selection criteria and making 
necessary adjustments depending on issues important at the time.   

Ziskin asked for suggestions on how to define a weight of evidence review.  Johnston 
replied that it should be defined in step 3, i.e., at the time the relevant papers are 
separated into topic areas such as BBB, gene expression, etc.  Swicord recommended 
looking at all the key papers associated with each topic until enough papers have been 
reviewed to reach a conclusion as to which results are important, and which of those 
are real and which may be outliers.  Bushberg suggested beginning by building on 
Annex B and adding new categories if relevant.  Finally, there was consensus that the 
filtering process should be as follows: 

1. Literature capture—collection of every RF article 

2. Selection of papers relevant to standard setting 

3. Division of relevant papers into specialty areas for initial review 

4. Critical evaluation for scientific validity 

5. Synoptic reviews of selected topics. 

FOR ACTION 

Morrissey will begin distributing relevant papers to a Literature Evaluation 
Filtering Group –initially Bushberg, Elder, Johnston (will oversee evaluations), 
Morrissey (Chairman) 
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Cohen expressed concern about finding enough qualified reviewers to review a large 
number of papers without getting bogged down as before.  Morrissey pointed out that 
the filtering process should cut down on the number of papers, e.g., decisions about 
which topics are important may help.  Not every paper will be “graded.”  Elder 
reminded everyone that the goal is to update Annex B—we should start there. 

ACTION ITEM 

Ziskin will poll the subcommittee for volunteers who are willing to participate in 
the initial stages of the literature review process. 

d. Interpretation Working Group 

Petersen explained that each subcommittee has, or should have, an Interpretations 
Working Group.  Requests for interpretation are usually sent to the IEEE SASB 
Secretary and forwarded to ICES.  The Vice-chairman determines whether the request 
is a bona fide interpretation request or simply a request for clarification or explanation.  
Requests for clarification can be addressed by the committee or subcommittee 
leadership.  If the request is for an interpretation, the request is forwarded to the 
appropriate subcommittee and then to the Interpretations Working Group for a 
response.  He noted that during the past 4 or 5 years, only one interpretation request 
was received by SC4. 

e. Revision of 4.4 and 4.6 
During the final review of the standard with the IEEE Project Editor, a conflict was 
uncovered between the definition of “localized exposure” and the relaxation of the 
incident power density under conditions of localized exposure.  Several members of 
the Editorial Working Group tried to resolve the conflict but to do it correctly would 
have resulted in substantive changes to the draft.  (See Attachment 10 for suggested 
changes.)  Instead, the decision was made to submit a PAR for an amendment to the 
standard to address this issue and ensure any changes do not impact other parts of the 
standard, which was a recurring problem during the final review of the proofs.  

ACTION ITEM 

Chou, Cleveland, Mantiply, Murphy, Osepchuk, Petersen, Tell, and Ziskin will 
review the 2005 standard and provide changes to resolve conflicts in wording 
regarding peak power density/localized exposure. 

ACTION ITEM 

Petersen will submit PAR for C95.1-2005 Amendment A to address issue of peak 
power density/localized exposure conflict. 

9. New Business  Ziskin 
a. Definition of WBA SAR 

The Bit-Babik paper (Attachment 11) was discussed in detail in order to raise a number of 
issues relating to whole-body-average (WBA) SAR.  For example, which is more 
appropriate for determining the WBA SAR—dividing the total rate at which energy is 
absorbed by the mass of the object?  Determining the average pixel by pixel?  For small 
animals the local and WBA SAR may be close to the same value.  Averaging by mass may 
vary depending on the density of each volume—averaging by volume may be more 
consistent.  What about ΔT?  Whether averaging by mass or by volume, both results should 
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lead to the same steady state temperature distribution, in which case it may be better to 
correlate with T or ΔT in the first place.  This would help minimize errors associated with 
non-uniform density of tissues with the same electrical properties.  In that case, Equation 2 
of the Bit-Babik, et al. paper would be appropriate.  Murphy recommended that if there is a 
possibility that the rational for the SAR basic restrictions may change, SC4 should be sure 
that ICNIRP is aware of what is being considered.   

b. Microwave Magazine article 

Petersen reported that an article entitled “A new IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with 
Respect to Human Exposure to Radio-Frequency Radiation” was published in the February 
issue of IEEE Antennas and Propagation Magazine, and a similar article “Update of IEEE 
Radio Frequency Exposure Guidelines” was published in the April issue of IEEE 
Microwave Magazine—both authored by Jim Lin.  Petersen said that the tone of the 
articles could leave the reader with the impression that the non-thermal effect literature was 
ignored by SC-4 during the development of the 2005 revision.  Also, Lin challenged 
statements in the revision that the MPEs and basic restrictions of the lower tier are 
essentially in harmony with the corresponding ICNIRP values over a limited frequency 
range.  Petersen noted that he and ICES Vice-chairman, Ralf Bodemann, are responding to 
both articles.   

c. Risk communication 

Petersen reported that he recently received an e-mail from Bodemann, who just returned 
from the WHO IAC meeting.  Bodemann said that his update on ICES activities was well 
received.  He noted that Roger Mathes asked WHO to include risk communication studies 
in their research database.  Bodemann suggested that perhaps SC4 should also consider the 
issue during the literature surveillance process—even though this kind of research may not 
be relevant for standards setting.  ICES should at least make a decision on the issue.  
Bushberg suggested that SC4 should prepare a summary document, written in layman’s 
language and separate from the standard, that could address the issue of risk 
communication. 

d. Other new business 

Elder mentioned that CITEL (Comisión Interamericana de Telecomunicaciones Inter-
American Telecommunication Commission) will hold a workshop at the end of June in 
Lima Peru.  The workshop includes a session “Status of Standards and Studies Prepared by 
International Organizations Specializing in the Safe Use of Non-Ionizing Emissions.”  
Emily van Deventer will represent WHO, Paolo Vecchia – ICNIRP, C-K Chou – ICES, 
Petersen – IEC TC106, and Victor Cruz – INCITEL.   

Chou mentioned that he would be presenting a paper “International Standards to Regulate 
RF Exposure” at the Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS) 
workshop in Beijing next year. 

10. Date and Place of Next Meeting 
Bushberg raised the issue of holding future ICES meetings in conjunction with BEMS.  
Petersen explained that when convenient we will try to hold the ICES meetings in conjunction 
with the BEMS annual meeting but will make our own arrangements, as we did in Dublin.  It is 
unlikely that ICES will meet with BEMS in Japan in 2007 but probably will meet in San Diego 
in conjunction with the BEMS meeting in 2008.   
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Petersen mentioned that the IEEE Operations Center in NJ was being considered for the next 
venue for TC95 and its subcommittees – probably at the end of August immediately before the 
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society meeting in New York City.  He asked for a show 
of hands of those that would attend and a show of hands of those that would not.  The results 
were about the same for each group.   

11. Adjourn 
There being no further business, following a motion by Cohen and a second by Petersen, the 
meeting was adjourned at 1645. 
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Actions Arising from June 2006 SC-4 Meeting 
 

 Action Assigned to Due Status 

1. Provide review/summary of 
non-thermal effect 
presentations from earlier 
ICES meetings and other 
meetings (e.g., COST 281) 

Balzano, Elder, 
Johnston, Swicord 

September 
2006 

 

2. Prepare succinct one-page 
press-release on the 2005 
standard that would be useful 
for the public but especially 
for the federal agencies.  
Should also address the issue 
of non-thermal effects. 

Chou, Elder, Foster, 
Johnston 

1 September 
2006 

 

3. Work with Tell to provide 
rough draft (based on paper 
already prepared by Chou) of 
a paper that could serve as 
the basis for an in-depth 
paper for publication in a 
journal such as Health 
Physics. 

Chou, Tell 1 August  

4. Polish the rough draft 
developed above for 
publication in a journal such 
as Health Physics. 

Adair, Chou, Lang, 
Osepchuk, Petersen 
Tell, Varanelli, 
Ziskin 

1 September 
(Draft) 

 

5. Prepare shorter paper for 
publication in the 
Bioelectromagnetics 
Newsletter or an article in 
IEEE Spectrum.  Follow up 
(again) with the Spectrum 
Editor to determine the type 
of paper that they would 
accept.  

Osepchuk, Petersen 1 August  

6. Literature review – Begin to 
distribute relevant papers to 
Literature Evaluation 
Filtering Group – (initially 
Bushberg, Elder, Johnston)  

Morrissey 1 July (Begin)  
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 Action Assigned to Due Status 

7. Poll the subcommittee for 
volunteers who are willing to 
participate in the initial 
stages of the literature review 
process. 

Ziskin 1 July  

8. Submit PAR for C95.1-2005 
Amendment A to address 
issue of peak power 
density/localized exposure 
conflict 

Petersen In time for 
consideration 
at the 
September 
2006 SASB 
meeting 

 

9. Review 2005 standard and 
provide changes to resolve 
conflicts in wording 
regarding peak power 
density/localized exposure. 

Chou, Cleveland, 
Mantiply, Murphy, 
Osepchuk, 
Petersen, Tell, 
Ziskin. 

1 September  
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Attendance – SC4 Cancun 
10 June 2006 

 
 

 Last Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-Mail 
1. Bushberg Jerrold UC Davis US M jtbushberg@ucdavis.edu 
2. Chou C-K Motorola US M ck.chou@motorola.com 
3. Cohen Jules Jules Cohen Consl’t US M jules.cohen@ieee.org  
4. Cyr Howard USFDA US M howard.cyr@fda.hhs.gov 
5. De Jager Linda Central U of Tech ZA M ldejager@cut.ac.za 
6. Desta Abiy USFDA US M abiy.desta@fda.hhs.gov 
7. Durrenberger Gregor Swiss Res Found CH M gregor@ifh.ee.ethz.ch 
8. Elder Joe Motorola US M joe.elder@motorola.com 
9. Farraone Antonio Motorola US O antonio.faraone@motorola.com 
10. Halkiotis Konstantinos U of Athens GR M kchalkiot@cosmote.gr 
11. Hubbard Roy ESKOM ZA O roy.hubbard@ESKOM.co.za 
12. Johnston Sheila Neuroscience Consl’t UK M sajohnston@btclick.com 
13. Lang Sakari Nokia Corp FI M sakaria.lang@nokia.com 
14. Leszczynski Dariusz STUK FI M dariusz.leszczynski@stuk.fi 
15. Lotz Gregory US CDC/NIOSH US M wlotz@cdc.goc 
16. McIntosh Rob Telstra AU O robert.l.mcintosh@team.telstra.com 
17. McKenzie Ray Telstra AU M ray.mckenzie@team.telstra.com 
18. Morrissey Joe Motorola US M ejm037@motorola.com 
19. Murphy Michael USAF US M michael.murphy@brooks.af.mil 
20. Petersen Ron Lucent Tech US M r.c.petersen@ieee.org 
21. Swicord Mays Motorola US M mays.swicord@motorola.com 
22. Ziriax John NHRC Brooks US M john.ziriax@brooks.af.mil 
23. Ziskin Marvin Temple University US M ziskin@temple.edu 
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Tentative Agenda 
 

IEEE/ICES TC95 Subcommittee 4 
Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency 

Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz 
 

June 10, 2006 (Saturday) 
1:00 to 4:00 PM 

 
JW Marriott Cancun Resort and Spa 

Blvd. Kukulcan, Km 14.5, Lote 40-A, Zona Hotelera 
Cancun, Quintana Roo 77500, Mexico 

Phone:  52 998 8489600 
Fax:  52 998 8489601 

URL: http://marriott.com/property/propertypage/CUNJW 
 

1. Call to Order  Ziskin 

2. Introduction of those Present Ziskin 

3. Approval of Agenda Ziskin 

4. Approval of the Minutes of Dec 10, 2005 Meeting Ziskin 

5. Secretary's Report Petersen 

a. Open action items from previous meetings 

b. ICNIRP collaboration meeting  

6. Chairman's Report Ziskin 

7. Update on IEEE Standard Approval  Petersen 

8. Old Business  Ziskin 

a. Matters arising from the minutes 
b. Literature surveillance 

c. Literature review/evaluation 

d. Interpretation Working Group  

e. Revision of 4.4 and 4.6 

9. New Business  Ziskin 

a. Definition of WBA SAR Chou 

b. Microwave Magazine Article 

c. Risk communication in revision 

10. Date and Place of Next Meeting Ziskin 

11. Adjourn 
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Action items arising from the December 4, 2004 meeting of SC-4 
Updated on June 25, 2005 in Dublin 

 
 Action  

 
Responsible 
Individuals 

Date Due Status 
 

3 Develop caveat to the effect that high 
power densities (above 1000 W/mP

2
P) 

may be perceived. 

Osepchuk, 
Petersen, Blick  

1/1/05 Open 

 

8 Need explanation of relaxation 
associated with changing peak spatial 
average SAR values and averaging 
volume, e.g., press release  

Lang At time of 
publication 

Open 

 

17 Prepare report summarizing results of 
literature evaluation.  

Blick, Hurt 1/10/05  Open 

22 Discuss possible ways of examining the 
results of the literature evaluation, e.g. 
summarize statistics for each reviewed 
paper  

Ed Committee Ongoing Open 

 

24 Draft letter to OSHA re updating OSHA 
standards to inform them of C95.1 
revision 

Petersen, Curtis 

 

At time of 
publication 

Open 
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Action items open from previous meetings 

 

 Action Item Owner(s) Due Status 

11 Method to derive an SAR value 
from an adverse thermal threshold.  

Swicord, 
Elder 

10/31/03 
future 

revision 

Closed 

15 A task group to be formed to look 
into the consistency between the 
MPE value and the spatial-peak 
SAR.  

UKusterU, 
Chou, 
D'Andrea, 
Tell 

11/15/03 for 
future version 

Closed 

T1 T 

TEstablish “Local Exposure Task 
Group” to obtain data and develop a 
thermal basis for localized exposure 
limits.T 

TUSwicord U, 
Chadwick, 
Elder, 
Johnston, 
Meltz, 
Morrissey,  
ZiskinT 

TJune 15, 2004 
For futureT 

TClosed 

T(For 2005 
standard)TTT 
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International Session at the ICNIRP Annual General Meeting 
Chicago, Illinois, USA 

May 27, 2006 
 

Meeting Report to ICES Excom by Art Thansandote 
 
Background  
On April 15, 2006, ICNIRP Secretariat (Dr. Grunde Ziegelberger) requested ICES (Ron 
Petersen) to participate in the session on international cooperation of the ICNIRP Annual 
General Meeting on Saturday, May 27, 2006, at Seneca Hotel & Suites, 200 E. Chesnut, 
Chicago, IL 60611, USA.  Since Ron was not available, I was asked to attend on his 
behalf as ICES’s representative. 
 
The Meeting 
The session was convened at about 9:00 a.m.  All 14 members of the main commission of 
ICNIRP were present.  Representatives from EuroSkin, IRPA and ICES were in a 
waiting room and called into the meeting room one at a time.  My turn was at 11:00 p.m. 
and ended just before noon.  After a brief introduction by the Chairperson, I gave a 10-
min update of ICES and its activities (attached) based on the recent ICES brochure and 
the material presented by Ralf Bodemann at the WHO meeting in Geneva in June 2005.  
Following my presentation, a number of questions and comments were raised around the 
meeting table. Discussions covered a number of topics, including the following: 

1. Mike Repacholi:  Does ICES plan to develop exposure standards on static fields?  
This is considered a mandate of ICES (the TC-95 subcommittee 3) as well.  I did 
not have the answer, but promised Mike that I would bring this to the attention of 
the ICES Excom.  

Repacholi also commented on the harmonization of standards between IEEE and 
ICNIRP.  It appeared that the IEEE C95.1 recommended exposure limits are 
higher at certain frequency ranges.  ICNIRP has taken a precautionary look and 
addressed public concerns by taking the precautionary principle (PP) into account.  
I said, to my knowledge, PP was also discussed at the ICES/TC-95/SC-4 
meetings, but it was decided that the standard should only be based on science. 

2. Bernard Veyret:  He asked about the status or future of the C95.1-2005 standard 
in the US and Canada.  My answers were as follows: 

• In the US, the C95.1-1991 was adopted as an ANSI standard in 1992 and by 
the FCC about 1 or 2 years later. We hope that the same process will repeat. 

• In Canada, there is no plan to revise Health Canada’s Safety Code 6 yet.  We 
are waiting for the completion of the WHO International EMF Project and the 
revision of the ICNIRP EMF guidelines. 

Repacholi then commented that I raised an interesting point.  ICNIRP should 
have a statement for national authorities to keep them updated.  This can be done 
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by posting updated information on the ICNIRP website.  ICNIRP should not wait 
until the revision process is completed.  

3. Jim Lin: He commented on the harmonization between ICES and ICNIRP 
exposure standards at radio frequencies.  This was done only for the SAR limit of 
2 W/kg, averaged over 10 g of tissue.  Everything else is different.  The C95.1-
2005 introduces new differences: the pinna (outer ear) is considered an extremity, 
and the 10 g is defined as a cube (while in ICNIRP, it is contiguous).  Mike then 
commented on the idea about the pinna that there were problems on compliance 
of mobile phones with standards.  He raised a question whether ICNIRP should 
consider excluding the pinna as well.  There was no response from the table. 

4. Paolo Vecchia: He referred to the ICNIRP International Workshop on EMF 
Dosimetry and Biophysical Aspects Relevant to Setting Exposure Guidelines, 20-
22 March 2006, Berlin, Germany, where Ken Foster raised a point that guidelines 
and standards should be made simple, and not a thick document.  Methods for 
compliance evaluation should not be complicated.  

Repacholi commented that there is a need for government authorities to consider 
when their standards should be revised. 

5. Translation of ICNIRP Guidelines into other languages:  There are now 6 
versions, two of them are in simplified and traditional Chinese.  The rest are in 
Russian, German, Japanese and Italian. 

6. Thansandote:  I raised a point that ICES does not know much about the status of 
the revision/development of ICNIRP guidelines.  As a collaborator, ICES 
provides information per ICNIRP’s requests but we have no idea what it is used 
for.  Perhaps, there should a line of communication between the two 
organizations. 

Repacholi then mentioned that the initiation of ICES-ICNIRP standard 
harmonization proposal was made by ICES 2 years ago.  He wondered whether 
anything happened from that.  Paolo responded he was not aware of it.  Rudiger 
Matthes said that there is an agreement at the administrative level, but the 
informal ad-hoc has never been formalized.  There have been contacts between 
the ICES Chair and the ICNIRP Chair.  Repacholi commented that it should go a 
little further (i.e. more than ad-hoc) and that there should be an exchange of 
comments on draft documents.  For example, ICNIRP should send its draft 
guidelines on static magnetic fields to ICES for review/comment.  Repacholi also 
proposed that ICES be considered as a scientific collaborator and some kind of 
formal arrangement be made to make it happen.  Maila Hietanen then asked what 
about IEC and other organizations.  Mike replied that ICNIRP should set up 
formal collaboration with them as well.  It appeared that the European members 
of ICNIRP were concerned about having formal relationship with ICES and 
others, since it might be perceived that ICNIRP would be no longer an 
independent organization. 
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7. Bernard Veyret: He asked about the trend of ICES membership 
(government/university vs. industry).  I told him I had no idea since I have not 
checked our latest membership list recently.  However, at the main committee and 
subcommittee levels, ICES has attempted to recruit chairs and co-chairs from 
government agencies and universities.  

After the meeting, Masao Taki came to talk to me about the BEMS meeting in Japan in 
2007.  He asked me to convey to the ICES Excom that if ICES would like to hold 
meetings at the same venue, he would like to know as soon as possible so that 
arrangement can be made in advance.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Art Thansandote 

June 6, 2006 
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What is ICES?What is ICES?

ICES is former IEEE SCCICES is former IEEE SCC--28 28 (now TC(now TC--95) 95) 
and SCCand SCC--34 (now TC34 (now TC--34)34)

Scope: EMF safety levels 0Scope: EMF safety levels 0--300 GHz300 GHz

Basically open to everybodyBasically open to everybody

Open and transparent proceduresOpen and transparent procedures

Consensus criteria at ballots:Consensus criteria at ballots:

> > 75% participation rate75% participation rate

> 75% approval rate (=Yes/(Yes+No> 75% approval rate (=Yes/(Yes+No‘‘s))s))

< 30% abstention rate< 30% abstention rate



Management, 
Oversight,

Fundraising, etc.

TC-95 TC-34

Liaison with National 
Groups: NCRP, ACGIH, US 
Fed. Agencies, Canada, 
China, Ireland…….

Liaison with 
International Groups:
ICNIRP, WHO, IEC, 
NATO…...

Exposure
Standards

SC-1 SC-2 SC-5SC-4SC-3 SC-1 SC-2 SC-3

SC-1: Measurements
SC-2: Warning Signs/Hazard Comm
SC-3: 0-3 kHz
SC-4: 3 kHz - 300 GHz
SC-5: EEDs

SC-1: Marine Radar
SC-2: Wireless Phones
SC-3: RF-Protective Clothing

ICES Reorganization: 
An umbrella for safety and product standards

ICES
(SCC-39)



Position Name Affiliation

Chairman Ron C. Petersen ret. Lucent/Bell Labs

Vice Chairman Ralf Bodemann Siemens

Secretary/Past Chair Eleanor R. Adair ret. Air Force Research Lab.

Treasurer Arthur G. Varanelli Raytheon

Membership Sheila Johnston Neuroscience Consultant

International Liaison Michael R. Murphy Air Force Research Lab.

Vice Chairman TC34 Kathy MacLean APREL Engineering

Chairman Emeritus John M. Osepchuk Full Spectrum Consulting

Executive Committee:Executive Committee:



ICES organisation: ICES organisation: 
The TCThe TC--95 95 subcommitteessubcommittees

SC 1 SC 1 -- Measurement and computation    Measurement and computation    
Chair: Howard BassenChair: Howard Bassen

SC 2 SC 2 -- Warning signs hazard comm.      Warning signs hazard comm.      
Chair: Richard TellChair: Richard Tell

SC 3 SC 3 -- Safety levels 0 Safety levels 0 -- 3 kHz               3 kHz                
CoCo--Chairs: Phil Chadwick, Than DovanChairs: Phil Chadwick, Than Dovan

SC 4 SC 4 -- Safety levels 3 kHz Safety levels 3 kHz -- 300 GHz     300 GHz     
CoCo--Chairs: Marv Ziskin, Art ThansandoteChairs: Marv Ziskin, Art Thansandote

SC 5 SC 5 -- RF sources and explosives          RF sources and explosives          
CoCo--Chairs: G. Drew Koban, Chairs: G. Drew Koban, Robert NeedyRobert Needy



RFRF--Standard IEEE C95.1Standard IEEE C95.1--20052005

C95.1C95.1--2005 (2005 (published in April 2006published in April 2006):):
IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with Respect to Human 
Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 
kHz to 300 GHzkHz to 300 GHz

Extrapolation of safety philosophy from LFExtrapolation of safety philosophy from LF--standard standard 
IEEE C95.6 up to 100 kHzIEEE C95.6 up to 100 kHz

Above 100 kHz:Above 100 kHz:
Adoption of ICNIRPAdoption of ICNIRP‘‘s basic restrictions                    s basic restrictions                    
wholewhole--bodybody--SAR:     0.4 / 0.08 W/kg                           SAR:     0.4 / 0.08 W/kg                           
partialpartial--bodybody--SAR:  10.0 / 2.0   W/kg av. 10 g tissue SAR:  10.0 / 2.0   W/kg av. 10 g tissue 
MPE values for general public exposure up to 100 GHz MPE values for general public exposure up to 100 GHz 
harmonized with ICNIRPharmonized with ICNIRP‘‘s reference valuess reference values



Comparison MPE values C95.1Comparison MPE values C95.1--1991 1991 
standard vs. ICNIRPstandard vs. ICNIRP‘‘s reference valuess reference values
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Comparison MPE values C95.1Comparison MPE values C95.1--2005 2005 
standard vs. ICNIRPstandard vs. ICNIRP‘‘s reference valuess reference values
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Recent Article on IEEE Std C95.1  vs Recent Article on IEEE Std C95.1  vs 
ICNIRP GuidelinesICNIRP Guidelines

J.C. Lin, Health Effects: Update of IEEE Radio J.C. Lin, Health Effects: Update of IEEE Radio 
Frequency Exposure Guidelines, Frequency Exposure Guidelines, IEEE Microwave IEEE Microwave 
MagazineMagazine, April 2006, pp. 24, April 2006, pp. 24--2828



Other documentsOther documents

TC 95 Standards
C95.2-1999: "IEEE Standard for Radio-Frequency Energy
and Current Flow Symbols" (Reaffirmed in 2005)
C95.3-2002: "IEEE Recommended Practice for Measurements
& Computations of Radio Frequency Electromagnetic
Fields with Respect to Human Exposure to such Fields,
100 kHz to 300 GHz"
C95.4-2002: "IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining
Safe Distances from Radio Frequency Transmitting
Antennas when Using Electric Blasting Caps"
C95.7 -2005: "IEEE Recommended Practice for Radio Frequency
Safety Programs. „

TC 34 Standard
1528-2003: "IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining
the Peak Spatial-Average Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR) in the Human Head from Wireless Communications
Devices: Measurement Techniques"



Events in 2004/2005Events in 2004/2005

Short Courses on LFShort Courses on LF--standard IEEE standard IEEE 
C95.6 C95.6 

Held just before the BEMS Meeting in Held just before the BEMS Meeting in 
Washington DC, June 2004 Washington DC, June 2004 
Held at the CEA EMF Workshop in Held at the CEA EMF Workshop in 
Ottawa, Canada, Mar 2005Ottawa, Canada, Mar 2005
Expert speakers: Kent Jaffa, Pat ReillyExpert speakers: Kent Jaffa, Pat Reilly
Well attended, positive feedback from Well attended, positive feedback from 
attendeesattendees



Next MeetingsNext Meetings

ICES Summer Meetings 2006ICES Summer Meetings 2006

June 10, 2006 in Cancun, MexicoJune 10, 2006 in Cancun, Mexico

−− TCTC--95 Subcommittees 4 will meet95 Subcommittees 4 will meet

August 28August 28--29, 2006, 29, 2006, 

−− TCTC--95 Subcommittees 1, 2, 3 and 5 will meet at 95 Subcommittees 1, 2, 3 and 5 will meet at the the 
IEEE Operations Center, Piscataway, New JerseyIEEE Operations Center, Piscataway, New Jersey



SC-4 Chairman’s Report

My First Time
Latest Version of C95.1 Completed
Salute to CK Chou & John D’Andrea
Thanks to Ron Petersen
Meeting with RFIAWG
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Radio Frequency InterAgency Working Group

Meeting of SC-4 with RFIAWG

May 9, 2006
FDA Building

Washington, DC



International Committee on International Committee on 
Electromagnetic SafetyElectromagnetic Safety

IEEE STD C95.1IEEE STD C95.1--20052005

History, Process, History, Process, 
Scope and PurposeScope and Purpose

Ron C PetersenRon C Petersen
ICES ChairmanICES Chairman



C95.1C95.1--2005: Introduction2005: Introduction
Tiers:

upper tier: controlled environment
considered protective for all with an acceptable margin 
of safety 

lower tier: action level
contains an additional safety factor
recognizes public concerns
supports the process of harmonization with other 
standards
threshold above which an RF safety program should 
be implemented to mitigate against exposures that 
exceed recommendations of the upper tier
may be used for the general public to address 
concerns about long-term exposure 



Annex AAnnex A--
Approach to revision of IEEE Std Approach to revision of IEEE Std 

C95.1, 1999 EditionC95.1, 1999 Edition

John A. DJohn A. D’’Andrea, Ph.D.Andrea, Ph.D.
SC4 ExSC4 Ex--CoChairCoChair



Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.2 Basic concepts for developing MPE values:

• Weight of evidence* approach
– Detailed evaluation of relevant literature
– Determination of potential hazards to human beings
– Determination of thresholds of individual responses and dose 

rate response functions (where possible)
– Incorporation of appropriate safety factors to achieve desired 

margins of safety

* Definition shown in slide 24.



ANNEX BANNEX B
((Identification of levels of RF exposure responsible Identification of levels of RF exposure responsible 

for adverse effects: summary of the literaturefor adverse effects: summary of the literature))

Mays Swicord, Ph.D.Mays Swicord, Ph.D.
Annex B Section Editor Annex B Section Editor 



Expert Scientific Reviews (1996Expert Scientific Reviews (1996--2005)2005)
Australian Committee on EM Energy Public Health Issues 
European Cancer Prevention Organization
European Commission Expert Group 
European Committee on Toxicology, Eco-toxicology
French Environmental Health and Safety Agency (AFSSE) 
Health Council of the Netherlands
Hong Kong - Office of the Telecommunications Authority
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)
International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA)
Japanese Ministry of Post and Telecommunications  
New Zealand Ministry of Health and Ministry of Environment  
Nordic Authorities (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden)
Royal Society of Canada Expert Panel and Health Canada
Singapore Health Sciences Authority
Swedish State Radiation Protection Authority 
U.K. Advisory Group of Non Ionizing Radiation 
U.K. Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones (Stewart Report)
U.K. National Radiological Protection Board 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
World Health Organization 



Remarks on Remarks on ““more more 
researchresearch””

One can never prove the null hypothesis and 
thus one can never prove that something is 
absolutely safe. 
More research is always welcome because it 
strengthens the database and provides further 
public assurance. 
More research, however, is unlikely to shift the 
weight of evidence.



ConclusionsConclusions
• The biological database established over 50 years 

shows no repeatable low level RF effect.  
• Analysis of proposed mechanisms does not 

support non-thermal effects at RF frequencies.
• The established effect at lower frequencies is 

electrostimulation.
• The conclusions from reviews of the scientific database 

have been remarkably consistent over time confirming 
the safety and the basis of the IEEE standard.

• Published work following the ICES review has not 
altered the weight of evidence on health effects. 



ANNEX BANNEX B

Behavioral Effects Behavioral Effects 
of Microwave Exposureof Microwave Exposure

John A. DJohn A. D’’Andrea, Ph.D.Andrea, Ph.D.
SC4 ExSC4 Ex--CoChairCoChair



Laboratory Investigations in AnimalsLaboratory Investigations in Animals

Acute Exposures
Thermal tolerance and lethality
Learned behavior
Behavioral disruption (Work stoppage)
Aversive and escape behavior
Thermoregulatory behavior and thermal comfort
RF fields as positive reinforcement for behavior
Additive drug/microwave interactions
Disruption of cognitive performance

Low-Level Exposures

Chronic Exposures



ConclusionsConclusions
• There has been a great expansion of the RF database

• An extensive review of the literature revealed once again 
that the most sensitive measures of potentially harmful 
biological effects were based on the disruption of ongoing 
behavior associated with an increase of body 
temperature in the presence of RF electromagnetic fields. 

• Extrapolation to human beings of thresholds of reversible 
changes in animal behavior must eventually be 
superseded by reliable data for the species in question, 
homo sapiens.



Annex CAnnex C

Thermal Threshold for Biological Effects Thermal Threshold for Biological Effects 
and RF Safety Limits and RF Safety Limits 

Joe A. Elder, Ph.D. Joe A. Elder, Ph.D. 
SC4 MemberSC4 Member



OUTLINE
• Causative adverse factor in RF exposure: 

temperature (not SAR)

• Thermal thresholds

• Rationale for peak spatial SAR limit

• Peak SAR and ∆T in eye and brain

• Animal cancer studies 

• Summary



SummarySummary
• Most temperature sensitive tissues/cells (+2 oC)

– embryo/fetus
– sperm

• Most sensitive organ: brain (behavioral effects at +1 oC)
• ICES C95.1-2005 limits are conservative

– WBA upper tier limit (0.4 W/kg) protective against core temperature of 
about 0.1 oC (+ Radio Frequency Safety Program required)

– WBA lower tier limit (0.08 W/kg) protective against core temperature 
rise in general public

– Localized SAR limit:
• Biologically based limit harmonized with ICNIRP limit
• 10 W/kg: 10X less than cataract threshold
• 10 W/kg ~ < 2 oC increase

• Animal cancer studies, including lifetime exposure, define NOAEL for
– cancer
– survival (no life shortening disease) 
– body mass (no effect on general health indicator) 



Is C95.1C95.1--2005 protective?  2005 protective?  
A medical point of viewA medical point of view

Marvin Ziskin, M.D. Marvin Ziskin, M.D. 
SC4 CoSC4 Co--ChairChair



COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL 
OPINIONOPINION

We live in a dangerous world
We attempt to minimize or eliminate risks
Risks from RF fields under C95.1-2005 limits 
are de minimus
Normal diurnal temperature variation exceeds 
what can occur under C95.1-2005 



4. Recommendations4. Recommendations
(Normative section)(Normative section)

CC--K. Chou, Ph.D.K. Chou, Ph.D.
SC4 Ex CoSC4 Ex Co--ChairChair







Comparisons with C95.1-1991 and ICNIRP



Higher tier: The spatial peak value of the power density 
or mean squared field strength shall not exceed 20 
times the square of the allowed spatially averaged 
values (Table 8) at frequencies below 300 MHz, 
and shall not exceed the equivalent power density 
of 200 W/m2 at frequencies between 300 MHz and 
3 GHz.

Lower tier: …(Table 9) at frequencies below 400 MHz, 
and shall not exceed the equivalent power density 
of 40 W/m2 at frequencies between 400 MHz and 3 
GHz.

4.6 Peak power density MPEs for localized exposures
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International Committee on International Committee on 
Electromagnetic SafetyElectromagnetic Safety

IEEE STD C95.1IEEE STD C95.1--20052005

History, Process, History, Process, 
Scope and PurposeScope and Purpose

Ron C PetersenRon C Petersen
ICES ChairmanICES Chairman



ICES/ RFIAWG
9 May 06
Slide 2

IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

1960: USASI* C95 Radiation Hazards Project and 
Committee chartered

sponsored by Navy Department and the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers
small committee − 6 members

1966: ANSI** C95.1-1966 approved
10 mW/cm2 (10 MHz to 100 GHz)
based on simple thermal model

* United States of America Standards Institute (now ANSI)
** American National Standards Institute
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IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

1974: ANSI C95.1-1974 approved
10 mW/cm2 - based on simple thermal model
limits for E2 and H2

1982: ANSI C95.1-1982 approved
based on threshold SAR for behavioral disruption
incorporates dosimetry
field limits are frequency dependent



ICES/ RFIAWG
9 May 06
Slide 4

IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

1988:  ASC* (ANSI) C95 Committee becomes              
IEEE Standards Coordinating Committee-28

sponsored by IEEE Standards Board

1991: IEEE C95.1-1991 approved by IEEE Standards 
Board

SAR-based
two-tier
induced current limits
relaxation for partial-body exposures
contains rules and definitions necessary for      
implementation

*Accredited Standards Committee
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IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

1992: IEEE C95.1-1991 approved by ANSI for use as  
an American National Standard

1995: New committee, Standards Coordinating 
Committee 34 (Product Safety), approved by 
the IEEE Standards Board

1997: IEEE C95.1-1991 reaffirmed

1999: C95.1-1991 Amendment 1 published
clarifies induced current issues



ICES/ RFIAWG
9 May 06
Slide 6

IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

2000: Title “International Committee on 
Electromagnetic Safety” for use by SCC28 
approved by the IEEE SA Standards 
Board 

better reflects the scope and international makeup 
of the committee

2004: C95.1-1999 Amendment 2 published
defines basic restrictions (SAR) for the pinna
same basic restrictions as for the extremities, i.e., 
4 W/kg and 20 W/kg averaged over any 10 g of 
tissue in the shape of a cube for uncontrolled and 
controlled environments, respectively
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Slide 7

IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

2005: SCC28 and SCC34 combined into a new SCC 39
Title: International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety 
Comprised of two technical committees:

TC34 (formerly SCC34)
3 subcommittees
approximately 75 members including subcommittees

TC95 (formerly SCC28)
5 subcommittees
117 members on main committee, more than 33% 
from outside the US representing 26 countries
approximately 300 members including subcommittees  
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IEEE ICES

HistoryHistory

2005: IEEE C95.1-2005 (safety levels) and C95.7 (RF 
safety programs) approved by IEEE SA 
Standards Board

C95.1-2005: IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with 
respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency 
Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz
C95.7-2005: IEEE Recommended Practice for Radio 
Frequency Safety Programs, 3 kHz to 300 GHz

2006: IEEE C95.1-2005 published (19 April), C95.7-
2005 published (22 March) 
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IEEE ICES

ICES ScopeICES Scope

Development of standards for the safe use of 
electromagnetic energy in the range of 0 Hz to 300 GHz 
relative to the potential hazards of exposure of humans, 
volatile materials, and explosive devices to such energy.  
Such standards will be based on established effects and 
will include safety levels for human exposure to electric, 
magnetic and electromagnetic fields, including induced 
currents from such fields, methods for the assessment of 
human exposure to such fields, standards for products 
that emit electromagnetic energy by design or as a by-
product of their operation, and environmental limits. 
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IEEE ICES

IEEE SASB

Management, 
Oversight,

Fundraising, etc.

TC-95 TC-34 TC-XX

Liaison with National Groups: 
NCRP, ACGIH, US Fed. 
Agencies, Canada, China, 
Ireland…….

Liaison with International 
Groups:
ICNIRP, WHO, IEC, 
NATO…...

Exposure
Standards

Product
Standards

Environmental
Standards?

SC-1 SC-2 SC-5SC-4SC-3 SC-1 SC-2 SC-3

SC-1: Measurements
SC-2: Warning Signs/Hazard Comm
SC-3: Safety Levels; 0-3 kHz
SC-4: Safety Levels; 3 kHz - 300 GHz
SC-5: EEDs

SC-1: Marine Radar
SC-2: Wireless Phones
SC-3: RF-Protective Clothing

ICES
(SCC-39)
AdCom
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IEEE ICES

Standards Development: ProcessStandards Development: Process

Subcommittee 4 IEEE SASB
(RevCom)

IEEE 
Standard

IEEE 
SASB

ANSI
Public

Comment
Recognition

PAR* *Project Authorization
Request

Working Groups
Literature Surveillance
Literature Evaluation
Risk Assessment
Editorial
Revision

Main
Committee

IEEE SASB    
(NesCom)

Standards Board Committees

NesCom – New Standards Committee

RevCom – Review Committee
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IEEE ICES

SC4 Balloting Requirements*SC4 Balloting Requirements*

open balloting for all members of SC4 (SC4 membership 
open to anyone with an expressed material interest)
balance of interests on balloting group
75% return of ballots sent (including abstentions)
approval by 75% of the balloting group (excluding 
abstentions) after recirculation
negative ballot resolution and consideration of all 
comments
circulation of non-reconciled ballots with rebuttal to allow 
voters to reaffirm, comment or change their vote
circulation of drafts showing all changes resulting from 
comments and ballot resolution 

*Carried out by Subcommittee 4
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IEEE ICES

ICES Balloting Requirements*ICES Balloting Requirements*

open balloting for all members of TC95 and any IEEE SA 
member
balance of interests on balloting group
75% return of ballots sent (including abstentions)
approval by 75% of the balloting group (excluding 
abstentions) after recirculation
negative ballot resolution and consideration of all 
comments
circulation of non-reconciled ballots with rebuttal to allow 
voters to reaffirm, comment or change their vote
circulation of drafts showing all changes resulting from 
comments and ballot resolution 

*Carried out by the IEEE Balloting Center
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Introduction2005: Introduction

Title: IEEE Standard for Safety Levels with 
Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency 
Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz

Scope: Recommendations are made to protect against 
established adverse health effects in human 
beings associated with exposure to electric, 
magnetic and electromagnetic fields in the 
frequency range of 3 kHz to 300 GHz.  
The recommendations, which protect against 
effects associated with electrostimulation and 
tissue and whole-body heating, are intended to 
apply to all human exposures except for exposure 
of patients by, or under the direction of, 
physicians and medical professionals.
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Introduction2005: Introduction
Basis:

The development of this standard is based on the 
following established adverse health effects:

aversive or painful electrostimulation due to excessive 
RF internal electric fields (3 kHz – 5 MHz)

RF shocks or burns due to contact with excessively high 
RF voltages (3 kHz – 110 MHz)

heating pain or tissue burns due to excessive localized 
RF exposure (> 100 kHz)

behavioral disruption, heat exhaustion or heat stroke 
due to excessive whole body RF exposures (> 100 kHz)
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Introduction2005: Introduction

Recommendations (Basic Restrictions, MPEs):
based on the results of a comprehensive review of the 
scientific data

findings of studies published mainly between 1950 and 
December 2003 were considered*
studies that involve low level exposures where increases 
in temperature could not be measured or were not 
expected are included
supported by a lack of credible scientific and medical 
reports showing adverse health effects for RF exposures 
at or below similar exposure limits in past standards

* Although the literature cutoff date was December 2003, several papers 
published in 2004 and 2005 were included.
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Introduction2005: Introduction

Tiers:
upper tier: controlled environment

considered protective for all with an acceptable margin 
of safety 

lower tier: action level
contains an additional safety factor
recognizes public concerns
supports the process of harmonization with other 
standards
threshold above which an RF safety program should 
be implemented to mitigate against exposures that 
exceed recommendations of the upper tier
may be used for the general public to address 
concerns about long-term exposure 
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions

Biological effect:

An established effect caused by, or in response to, 
exposure to a biological, chemical or physical agent, 
including electromagnetic energy.  Biological effects 
are alterations of the structure, metabolism, or 
functions of a whole organism, its organs, tissues, 
and cells.  Biological effects can occur without 
harming health and can be beneficial.  Biological 
effects can also include sensation phenomena and 
adaptive responses.
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IEEE ICES

C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions
Adverse health effect:
A biological effect characterized by a harmful change in 
health

NOTE 1—Adverse effects do not include biological effects without a 
harmful health effect, changes in subjective feelings of well-being that 
are a result of anxiety about RF effects or impacts of RF infrastructure 
that are not physically related to RF emissions, or indirect effects 
caused by electromagnetic interference with electronic devices.
NOTE 2—Sensations (perceptions by human sense organs) per se
are not considered adverse effects.  Thus a sensation of warmth at 
millimeter and other wavelengths and the microwave auditory effect 
under the underlying special conditions are not recognized as effects 
to be protected against by this standard.  Painful or aversive 
electrostimulation resulting from exposure at frequencies below 0.1 
MHz is treated as an adverse effect.
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DefinitionsDefinitions

Established effect:

An effect is considered established when consistent 
findings of that effect have been published in the peer-
reviewed scientific literature, with evidence of the effect 
being demonstrated by independent laboratories, and 
where there is consensus in the scientific community 
that the effect occurs for the specified exposure 
conditions.
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C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions
Established mechanism: 
For purposes of this standard, a mechanism with the 
following characteristics:

it can be used to predict a biological effect in cells, 
animals, or humans
an explicit model can be proposed using equations or 
parametric relationships
it has been verified in humans, or animal data 
supporting the mechanism can be confidently 
extrapolated to humans
It is supported by strong evidence
it is widely accepted among experts in the scientific 
community. 
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C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions
Action level:
The values of the electric and magnetic field strength, the 
incident power density, contact and induced current, and 
contact voltages above which steps should be initiated to 
protect against exposures that exceed the upper tier, 
specifically, implementation of an RF safety program.
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C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions
General public:
Individuals of all ages and varying health status, some of 
whom may be subject to requirements of the controlled 
environment. See “controlled environment.”

NOTE 1—Generally, unless specifically provided for as part of an 
RF safety program, the general public includes, but is not limited to, 
children, pregnant women, individuals with impaired 
thermoregulatory systems, individuals equipped with electronic 
medical devices, and persons using medications that may result in 
poor thermoregulatory system performance.

NOTE 2—Unless specifically provided as part of an RF safety 
program, individual members of the public may not be aware of their 
exposure. 
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C95.1C95.1--2005: Definitions2005: Definitions

Weight of evidence:
For purposes of this standard, the outcome of assessing 
the published information about the biological and health 
effects from exposure to RF energy.  This process 
includes evaluation of the quality of test methods, the size 
and power of the study designs, the consistency of results 
across studies, and the biological plausibility of dose-
response relationships and statistical associations.
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New Feature of C95.1New Feature of C95.1--20052005

Where there may be access to 
RF fields, currents, and/or 
voltages that exceed the 
recommendations of the lower 
tier (Action Level), an RF safety 
program such as detailed in 
IEEE Std C95.7-2005 shall be 
implemented to ensure that 
exposures do not exceed the 
MPEs or BRs for exposures in 
a controlled environment. (see 
p. 29)
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1 ICES revision process
Established by the IEEE International 
Committee on Electromagnetic Safety 
(ICES)
Transparent process
Input from all stakeholders



Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

Revision Working 
Group

Literature Surveillance 
Working Group

Literature Evaluation 
Working Groups

Risk Assessment  
Working Group

Editorial 
Working Group

Subcommittee 4: Revision Process

SC-4 Ballot

Subcommittee 4
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.1 Continuity of the IEEE standards revision 
process
IEEE Std C95.1, 2005 Edition 
IEEE Std C95.1b™-2004 peak spatial average SAR in the 
pinnae 
IEEE Std C95.1, 1999 Edition
Amendment clarifying induced and contact currents 
published in 1999
Reaffirmed in 1997
Process of review of standard began (14 drafts)
C95.1 was first approved by IEEE in 1991
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

WHERE APPLICABLE

Revision Working Group

Literature Surveillance  Working Group

In vivo and In vitro
Biological
Evaluation

Engineering
Evaluation Mechanisms

Statistical
Validation

Evaluation of Exposure Risk Working Group

Epidemiology
Evaluation
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.2 Open nature of the IEEE ICES standards 
development process
Volunteers representing all stakeholders: Government 
(34%), Industry (17%), Academia (27%), Consultant 
(20%), General Public (2%) 
Consists of volunteers in Engineering (39%), Physics 
(14%), Life sciences (36%), Medicine (5%), Others (6%)
SC-4 is open to anyone with a direct or material 
interest balance of interests and disciplines
132 members from 24 countries
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.3 Complete reassessment of the technical rationale
IEEE Std C95.1-1991 (and the 1999 Edition) based on 
research published before 1986 
Research has continued since 1986; a reevaluation of the 
RF biological effects database was therefore performed
A new risk assessment based on the results of this 
reevaluation was undertaken
Attempts were made to include and to evaluate all of the 
relevant literature in the database
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.4 Process for interpretations, 
clarifications, and appeals
The evaluation of an IEEE standard is a process that is 
continually ongoing, i.e., IEEE standards are “living”
documents 
Appeals of an approved standard are resolved in 
accordance with the IEEE-SASB Policies and 
Procedures
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.5 The literature surveillance effort
A Literature Surveillance Working Group (LSWG) 
At the literature cutoff date of 31 December 2003 
approximately 2200 papers 
Augmented by a few papers and documents appearing 
in 2004 and 2005 
Papers selected from peer-reviewed literature plus 
technical reports of original research used for risk 
analysis
Abstracts and presentations at scientific meetings or 
technical conferences were expressly excluded from the 
database. 
A list of all of the citations is provided in Annex E.
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.6 Literature evaluation process:

Papers selected by Literature Surveillance WG categorized as in 
vitro, in vivo, epidemiology, peripheral
Each paper reviewed by two randomly selected subject matter 
experts from the appropriate life science evaluation working group, 
e.g., in vivo, in vitro
Each paper also reviewed by two randomly selected subject matter
experts from the Engineering Evaluation 
Evaluation scores (1-5) that differ by more than 2 are subjected to a 
third independent review; scores less than 3 require written 
justification
Computerized forms for scoring and are maintained in a digitized
database evaluation summaries are provided to the Risk 
Assessment WG
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.7 Hazard identification and white papers:

Literature evaluation process required more time and 
reviewers that expected

Special revision working group created to provide framework
Subject-matter experts identified to prepare background “white” papers 
summarizing findings on specific key topic areas, including cancer 
initiation or promotion, eye pathology, etc., in which hazards to human 
beings is clearly evident
“White Paper” summaries presented at AF Workshop at 2002 BEMS 
meeting
Papers published in Supplement 6 of Bioelectromagnetics in 
December 2003
In each topic area, one of the goals was to search for definable
hazards
Findings are summarized in Annex B
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.8 Role of Risk Assessment WG:

Charge: evaluate the implied risk to human 
beings from exposure to RF electromagnetic 
energy.  The evaluation is based on the following:

reviews of literature evaluation summaries provided 
by the evaluation working group chairs
reviews of texts, summaries and conclusions of the 
white papers 
continuing dialogue between members of the RAWG 
and members of the Editorial WG and Revision WG
1st draft (for discussion) prepared by RAWG
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.1.9 Current status of the literature evaluation and review 
process
It became clear that the literature evaluation process would not be 
completed on time. 
Engineering WG evaluated nearly all of the papers in the database 
In Vivo WG evaluated more than 90% of their assigned papers
Few epidemiology and in vitro papers were evaluated by members of their 
respective WGs

A lack of qualified reviewers was the principal reason 
Review summaries of the biological papers (~1300) in the principal database 
are presented in Annex B
These summaries are further enhanced by the 12 review papers published in 
Supplement 6 of Bioelectromagnetics (2003)
The conclusions derived from this extensive review process are based on the 
weight of evidence approach

Literature review process should be a continuous, ongoing effort
If any new adverse effect is established the standard can be promptly 
revised by amendments.
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.2 Basic concepts for developing MPE values:

Weight of evidence* approach
Detailed evaluation of relevant literature
Determination of potential hazards to human beings
Determination of thresholds of individual responses and dose 
rate response functions (where possible)
Incorporation of appropriate safety factors to achieve desired 
margins of safety

* Definition shown in slide 24.
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.2.1 Publication of novel findings, supportive data 
and acceptance by the scientific community:
All relevant papers in the scientific literature are evaluated including 
those reporting novel results and results that have not been 
replicated.
Many studies cannot be applied to setting standards for allowable 
human exposure to RF energy.
These studies suffer from poor design, inappropriate or no controls, 
inadequate dosimetry, physical artifacts, defective measurements, 
or improper statistical analysis.
Other studies suffer from erroneous conclusions and lack of 
scientific detail. Many published studies failed to replicate or
support initially reported effects of RF exposure.
Painstaking review by experts of the papers in the scientific 
database was the only dependable means of sorting the 
meaningful data from the mediocre or unusable data.
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.2.1 Assessing thresholds and dose-rate 
response relationships: 
Scientific reviews, performed as part of the process for 
establishing this standard, were careful to differentiate 
between evidence for a biological effect and that for an 
adverse human health effect.

Thresholds established for effects that could be 
considered adverse to human health and below which 
the specific response does not occur.
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Annex A: Approach to Revision

A.2.2 Assessing thresholds and dose-
response relationships
Biological effects, whether adverse or beneficial, are 
characterized by thresholds and are a function of 
exposure level
Above the threshold level, a function that relates dose 
rate, e.g., SAR, to response magnitude is determined 
and the lowest level at which a potential hazard occurs 
is identified 
Exposure limits can then be developed to protect 
against the occurrence of the effects to human beings
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Annex A: Approach to RevisionAnnex A: Approach to Revision

A.2.3 Selection of safety factors and 
development of MPEs
Judgments made regarding appropriate margins of 
safety and corresponding safety factors
In practice, the better the hazards involved are 
understood, the better the numerical foundation for the 
safety factor
The selection of a “safety factor” is generally an 
arbitrary process, which presupposes that a hazard has 
been identified and a threshold has been determined
The choice always relies on professional judgment
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((Identification of levels of RF exposure responsible Identification of levels of RF exposure responsible 

for adverse effects: summary of the literaturefor adverse effects: summary of the literature))

Mays Swicord, Ph.D.Mays Swicord, Ph.D.
Annex B Section Editor Annex B Section Editor 
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Outline of Annex BOutline of Annex B

B.1 Introduction
B.2 Executive Summary

B.2.1 Thermal physiology and associated behavioral 
responses form the basis of the RF standard

B.2.2 Non-cancer related studies supportive of the standard
B.2.3 Cancer-related studies
B.2.4 Electrostimulation and effects below 100 kHz

B.3 Role of mechanisms in determination of levels for 
adverse effects

B.4 Improvements in dosimetry
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Outline of Annex B (Continued)Outline of Annex B (Continued)

B.5 Established effects forming the basis of the 
standard

B.5.1 Thermoregulation, B.5.1.1 Review of 
thermoregulation studies, B.5.2 Animal behavior, 
neurochemistry, neuropathology, B.5.2.1 Review of 
animal behavior studies, B.5.2.2 Summary of animal 
behavior studies, B.5.2.3 Neurochemistry, B.5.2.4 
Summary of neurochemistry, B.5.2.5 Neuropathology, 
B.5.2.6 Summary of neuropathology, B.5.3 Review of 
3 kHz to 100 kHz studies, B.5.3.1 Long-term 
exposures (3–100 kHz), B.5.3.2 Short-term 
exposures (3–100 kHz), 



Annex B outline (continued)Annex B outline (continued)
B.6 Non-cancer related studies

B.6.1 Teratogenicity, reproduction, and development, B.6.1.1 
Teratogenicity, B.6.1.2 Reproduction, B.6.1.3 Development, B.6.1.4 
Summary of teratogenicity, reproduction, and development, B.6.2 
Hematology and endocrinology, B.6.2.1 Hormone changes, B.6.2.2 
Immune function and hematology, B.6.2.3 Summary of hematology and 
endocrinology, B.6.3 Blood brain barrier (BBB) permeability, B.6.3.1 
Review of BBB Studies, B.6.3.2 Summary of blood brain barrier (BBB) 
permeability, B.6.4 Eye pathology, B.6.4.1 Review of eye pathology 
studies, B.6.4.2 Summary of eye pathology, B.6.5 Auditory pathology 
and RF hearing, B.6.5.1 Review of RF hearing studies, B.6.5.2 
Summary of auditory pathology and RF hearing, B.6.6 Membrane 
biochemistry, B.6.7 Calcium studies and neuron conduction, B.6.7.1 
Calcium studies, B.6.7.1.1 Calcium studies: summary, B.6.7.2 Neuron 
conduction, B.6.8 Other animal studies, B.6.9 Human provocation 
studies, B.6.9.1 Cognitive function and memory, B.6.9.2 EEG, sleep 
disturbances, and event related potentials, B.6.9.3 Headache and
fatigue, B.6.9.4 Hypersensitivity, B.6.9.5 Effects on blood pressure/heart 
rate, B.6.9.6 Summary of human provocation studies



Annex B outline (continued)Annex B outline (continued)
B.7 Cancer-related studies 

B.7.1 Animal cancer bioassays, B.7.1.1 Long-term animal bioassays, 
B.7.1.2 Investigation of tumor promotion by RF using animal bioassays, 
B.7.1.3 Tumor cell line injection bioassays, B.7.1.4 Acute animal 
studies, B.7.1.5 Summary of animal cancer related studies, B.7.2 Other 
animal and in vitro studies addressing cancer, B.7.2.1 DNA single 
strand breaks (SSBs) and/or DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), B.7.2.2 
Specific DNA absorption, B.7.2.3 Chromosome aberration induction, 
B.7.2.4 Micronucleus formation, B.7.2.5 Sister chromatid exchange 
(SCE) induction, B.7.2.6 DNA repair synthesis, B.7.2.7 Inhibition of DNA 
repair synthesis, B.7.2.8 Phenotypic mutagenesis, B.7.2.9 
Transformation, B.7.2.10 DNA damage, cell cycle elongation, cell
toxicity, and decreased cell proliferation, B.7.2.11 Proliferation, growth 
rate, and cell cycle analysis, B.7.2.12 Gene and protein expression and 
activity, B.7.2.13 Oxidative stress, B.7.2.14 Elevated temperature and 
carcinogenesis, B.7.2.15 Summary of cancer related studies, B.7.3 
Cancer related epidemiology studies, B.7.3.1 Review of epidemiology 
studies, B.7.3.2 Summary of epidemiology studies
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Extensive DatabaseExtensive Database

The biological effects of RF exposure have 
been studied for more than 50 years.
The WHO website (http://www.who.int/peh-
emf/en/) contains more than 2500 entries, of 
which more than 1400 are relevant to health 
effects of RF exposure.
At the close of the evaluation by ICES, 1143 
studies were listed in the references.

http://www.who.int/peh-emf/en/
http://www.who.int/peh-emf/en/
http://www.who.int/peh-emf/en/
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Major pointsMajor points

Theoretical analysis provides no testable hypothesis of 
(low-level) non-thermal RF effects
The extensive biological effects database

Covers a wide range of frequencies and modulations 
and shows no consistently repeatable non-thermal 
effect
Supportive of thermal standards with SAR as a 
surrogate

The additional studies placed in the database after the 
ICES review have not change the conclusions
It is unlikely that the ongoing studies will alter the 
weight of evidence
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Analysis of proposed mechanismsAnalysis of proposed mechanisms

Numerical limits have been examined for 
all established and speculative 
mechanisms.

Analyses based on current state of 
knowledge to determine bounds (e.g., 
frequency, power, etc.) for mechanisms of 
radiofrequency interactions.



Comprehensive Mechanisms ListComprehensive Mechanisms List
RF heating raises temperature

Heat balance and physiological 
stress 
Biochemical reaction rates 
Microthermal (spatial, temporal 
contexts)

Enhanced RF absorption
Structure enhances E-field
Non-uniform dielectric properties

Dynamics of charged particles
Ion transport rate through protein 
channel
Radical-pair mediated chemical 
kinetics
Reactions rates synchronized with 
pulsing of RF energy
Electroconformational change in 
proteins
Electrostimulation of excitable tissues
Magnetic dipole interaction (H·m): 
magnetite (including effects on gating 
charges)

Ion transport by dielectrophoretic
forces (for∇·E non-zero)
Molecular conformation:
1) directly by “athermal” absorption of 
RF energy; 2) indirectly by chemical 
change, or thermal activation (e.g., 
Na-K ATPase, polymerases, 
cyclohexane)
Multi-photon absorption
Molecular motors
Transfer of neurotransmitters, 
hormones, exocytosis
Noise-driven (“stochastic 
resonance”)
Non-equilibrium dynamical effects
Molecular resonance
Signal rectification; demodulation
Endogenous fluxes significant for 
excitation-contraction, signaling, 
development, wound healing
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Comprehensive Mechanisms List Comprehensive Mechanisms List (cont(cont’’d)d)

Dynamics of charged particles
(cont’d.)
Counterion polarization
Anomalous diffusion of energy via 
normal modes
Vibrational wave packets in 
cytochrome-c, MGb, 
GrnFluoProtein
Cumulative charge displacement 
by RF field-modified charge 
distribution at membrane
Rapid (< 10-7 s),  localized (< 10-6

m) energy absorption 
Direct field effect on molecular 
structure (affecting chemical 
functions)

Strong field effects without 
weak field analogies

Transient membrane pore 
formation
Induced apoptosis

Transmembrane ion flux, 
trans-membrane potential 
Non-resonant effects on 
chemical kinetics (via changes 
in molecular structure)
Many-body interactions; non-
linear dynamics
Magnetic dipole interactions 
Cooperativity among charged 
structures (e.g., Fröhlich and 
Grodsky models)



Comprehensive Mechanisms List Comprehensive Mechanisms List (cont(cont’’d)d)

Dynamics of charged particles 
(cont’d)

Ferromagnetic resonance 
(magnetite)
Magnetic orientation of 
reactants
Non-linear transmembrane 
responses 
Coherent long-range 
intermolecular interactions; 
non-linear dynamics
Non-linear responses in the 
plane of the membrane and at 
membrane interfaces
Stochastic resonance 

Synergistic excitatory or 
inhibitory effects with 
ionizing radiation & 
chemicals 
Amplification by biochemical 
cascades 
Altered receptor-ligand 
binding 
Absorption in water bound at 
cell surfaces 
Torque on electric or 
magnetic dipoles at cellular 
or molecular dimensions; 
e.g., electrorotation



William F. Pickard and Yousri H Barsoum

Radio-Frequency Bioeffects at the 
Membrane Level: Separation of Thermal 

and Athermal Contributions in the 
Characeae

J. Membrane Biol. 61, 39-54, 1981

Pulsed RF (250 ms) was applied to the cell 
membrane every 6.3 s

“the cell membrane displays rectifier-like 
behavior up to a cutoff near 10 MHz”



Mechanisms: SummaryMechanisms: Summary
RF exposure can cause biological effects if 

RF energy is > kT or 
the induced electric field is > endogenous fields

Although RF energy can affect bulk matter, inspection of many 
mechanisms showed that

Damping by water is a fundamental obstacle
By very large factors, energy cannot be sufficiently 
concentrated to the cellular and molecular dimensions 
needed to change chemical structure or binding, i.e., the 
required large Q is not obtainable
Signals far below noise levels have no effect

Field enhancements due to structural variations are relatively 
small (factor of 3), frequency dependent, and will not enhance 
energy absorption of field interaction.
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Mechanisms: Summary (cont)Mechanisms: Summary (cont)

Relatively small (~1 oC) temperature changes can cause 
cellular metabolic responses.
Significant temperature differences (greater than 0.1 oC) 
between points separated by subcellular dimensions are 
not possible due to thermal diffusion and are not plausible 
mechanism for causing microwave biological effects.
Demodulation can occur below 10 MHz but not in the 
microwave frequencies.
Examination of potential theoretical mechanisms provides 
no guidance to experimentalist in search of low level RF 
biological effects.



RF Bioeffects: Peer Reviewed Publications Since 1950RF Bioeffects: Peer Reviewed Publications Since 1950

Study Type/Subtype Ongoing
Completed

w/o
Publication

Published
Papers

Epidemiology 36 8 225

Human/Provocation 63 18 151

In Vitro 62 30 386

Long Term Animal Studies

Cell Line Injection Tumor Bioassay 0 0 5

Chemical-Radiation-Genetically Initiated 5 1 19

Rodent Bioassay 8 1 16

All Other Animal Studies 40 31 671

Grand Totals 214 89 1473
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RF Bioeffects Studies
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Malignant brain tumorsMalignant brain tumors
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Pooled analysis: Pooled analysis: IpsilateralIpsilateral tumourstumours
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EpidemiologyEpidemiology
The weight of evidence in 20 studies of cancer in 
the head of mobile phone users shows no overall 
risk of benign nor malignant tumors.

The epidemiological database will be significantly 
improved by the results of the INTERPHONE 
Project, studies of cancer in the head of mobile 
phone users in 13 countries, that will be published 
soon. 
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Animal Cancer StudiesAnimal Cancer Studies

24 studies published since 1998 have shown 
no increase in cancer incidence in animals 
exposed to RF energy.
Therefore, earlier studies reporting effects (5 
out of the total of 35) have not been 
confirmed by more recent and well-designed 
studies with good exposure assessment. 
RF exposure had no effect on lifespan or 
body mass (evidence of no sickness and no 
life-shortening diseases).
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ICES evaluation of the 
database is consistent with 

20 evaluations done by 
other expert groups in the 

last 10 years.



Expert Scientific Reviews (1996Expert Scientific Reviews (1996--2005)2005)
Australian Committee on EM Energy Public Health Issues 
European Cancer Prevention Organization
European Commission Expert Group 
European Committee on Toxicology, Eco-toxicology
French Environmental Health and Safety Agency (AFSSE) 
Health Council of the Netherlands
Hong Kong - Office of the Telecommunications Authority
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP)
International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA)
Japanese Ministry of Post and Telecommunications  
New Zealand Ministry of Health and Ministry of Environment  
Nordic Authorities (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden)
Royal Society of Canada Expert Panel and Health Canada
Singapore Health Sciences Authority
Swedish State Radiation Protection Authority 
U.K. Advisory Group of Non Ionizing Radiation 
U.K. Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones (Stewart Report)
U.K. National Radiological Protection Board 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
World Health Organization 
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World Health OrganizationWorld Health Organization

“International guidelines developed by the 
International Commission on Non-Ionizing 
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) are based 
on a careful analysis of all scientific 
literature (both thermal and non-thermal 
effects) and offer protection against all 
identified hazards of RF energy with large 
safety margins.”
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WHO July 2005 statementWHO July 2005 statement

To date, all expert reviews on the health effects 
of exposure to RF fields have reached the same 
conclusion: There have been no adverse health 
consequences established from exposure to RF 
fields at levels below the international guidelines 
on exposure limits published by the International 
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation 
Protection (ICNIRP, 1998). 

http://www.who.int/peh-emf/meetings/ottawa_june05/en/index4.html

Page 2
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European Cancer Prevention OrganizationEuropean Cancer Prevention Organization

December 2005

"...in 2005 there is insufficient contemporary proof 
with regard to increased cancer risk to change 
mobile phoning habits.“
(www.ecpo.org)

http://www.ecpo.org/
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General Conclusion of Expert General Conclusion of Expert 
Scientific ReviewsScientific Reviews

Scientific research has demonstrated no 
public health risks from RF exposure within 
internationally accepted guidelines, but…

Several call for more research ……

Page 2
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Remarks on Remarks on ““more researchmore research””

One can never prove the null hypothesis and 
thus one can never prove that something is 
absolutely safe. 
More research is always welcome because it 
strengthens the database and provides 
further public assurance. 
More research, however, is unlikely to shift 
the weight of evidence.
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ConclusionsConclusions

The biological database established over 50 years 
shows no repeatable low level RF effect.  
Analysis of proposed mechanisms does not 
support non-thermal effects at RF frequencies.
The established effect at lower frequencies is 
electrostimulation.
The conclusions from reviews of the scientific database 
have been remarkably consistent over time confirming 
the safety and the basis of the IEEE standard.
Published work following the ICES review has not 
altered the weight of evidence on health effects. 



ANNEX BANNEX B

Behavioral Effects Behavioral Effects 
of Microwave Exposureof Microwave Exposure

John A. DJohn A. D’’Andrea, Ph.D.Andrea, Ph.D.
SC4 ExSC4 Ex--CoChairCoChair
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Laboratory Investigations in AnimalsLaboratory Investigations in Animals

Acute Exposures
Thermal tolerance and lethality
Learned behavior
Behavioral disruption (Work stoppage)
Aversive and escape behavior
Thermoregulatory behavior and thermal comfort
RF fields as positive reinforcement for behavior
Additive drug/microwave interactions
Disruption of cognitive performance

Low-Level Exposures

Chronic Exposures
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Acute ExposuresAcute Exposures

Behavioral Effects*
Perception
Aversion
Work perturbation
Work stoppage
Endurance
Convulsion

*Justesen DR (1979): Behavioral and psychological effects of microwave 
radiation.  Bull. N Y Acad. Med. 55:1058-1078. 
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Behavioral ChangeBehavioral Change

Behavioral performance disruption is a 
change in the rate at which a laboratory 
animal emits a particular behavior.

Work stoppage is simply the point at which 
the animal ceases emitting the trained 
behavior for a predetermined time period.
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Behavioral Performance Disruption
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Work StoppageThermal RFR Effects on Vigilance 
Behavior in the Rhesus Monkey-

Auditory Cues

*De Lorge, JO. The effects of microwave radiation on behavior and temperature in rhesus monkeys. In: Johnson, C.C.; Shore,
M.L. eds. Biological effects of electromagnetic waves. Vol. I, Selected papers of the 
USNC/URSI Annual Meeting, October 20-23, 1975, Boulder, Colorado. HEW publication (FDA) 
77-8011, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington DC: 1976.

2450 MHz

Behavioral DisruptionColonic Temperature
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Work StoppageWork Stoppage
Thermal RFR Effects on Vigilance 
Behavior in the Rhesus M onkey-

Auditory Cues
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*D'Andrea, J.A.; Gandhi, O.P.; Lords, J.L.  Behavioral and thermal effects of microwave 
radiation at resonant and nonresonant wavelengths.  Radio Sci. 12(6S): 251-256; 1977.

Rat Work Stoppage*Rat Work Stoppage*
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Rat Work StoppageRat Work Stoppage
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LowLow--Level ExposuresLevel Exposures
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LowLow--Level ExposuresLevel Exposures
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Spatial Learning SummarySpatial Learning Summary

Lai’s papers [1989, 1994, 2000, 2004] suggest MW 
exposure effects on spatial memory. 
Five groups [1.Sienkiewicz et al., 2000; Jones et al., 
2005; 2. Dubreuil et al., 2002, 2003a,b; 3. Yamaguchi 
et al., 2003; 4. Cobb et al., 2004; 5. Cassel et al., 
2004 and Cosquer et al., 2005a,b,c), using spatial 
memory animal experiments confirmed or replicated 
each others results indicating MW exposures at 
frequencies from 900 to 2450 MHz had no effect on 
spatial memory.
Positive results of Lai and colleagues [Lai et al. 1989; 
Lai et al.1994; Wang and Lai 2000, Lai, 2004] are not 
supported by the weight of scientific evidence.
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Chronic ExposuresChronic Exposures

Behavioral changes have also been reported 
following low-level chronic microwave 
exposure.
However, replication experiments reported 
different effects and failed to replicate earlier 
findings reported by Russian investigators.
One can only conclude that these experiments 
were below the threshold for reliable effects to 
be observed and, therefore, they cannot be 
used for setting safety standards.
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ConclusionsConclusions

There has been a great expansion of the RF database 
since IEEE Std C95.1, 1999 Edition [B70] was published. 
An extensive review of the literature revealed once again 
that the most sensitive measures of potentially harmful 
biological effects were based on the disruption of ongoing 
behavior associated with an increase of body 
temperature in the presence of RF electromagnetic fields. 
Because of the paucity of reliable behavioral data from 
chronic exposures, the committee focused on evidence 
of behavioral disruption under acute exposures, even if 
these were of a transient and fully reversible nature.
Extrapolation to human beings of thresholds of reversible 
changes in animal behavior, while useful as an interim 
basis for standard-setting, must eventually be 
superseded by reliable data for the species in question, 
homo sapiens.



Annex CAnnex C

Thermal Threshold for Biological Effects Thermal Threshold for Biological Effects 
and RF Safety Limits and RF Safety Limits 

Joe A. Elder, Ph.D. Joe A. Elder, Ph.D. 
SC4 MemberSC4 Member
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OUTLINE

Causative adverse factor in RF exposure: 
temperature (not SAR)

Thermal thresholds

Rationale for peak spatial SAR limit

Peak SAR and ∆T in eye and brain

Animal cancer studies 

Summary
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IEEE/ICES C95.1IEEE/ICES C95.1--20052005

…in the frequency range of 100 kHz to 300 
GHz, the rules protect against adverse 
health effects associated with heating (1.3 
Introduction)

The limits in this standard are intended to 
protect against adverse effects on the 
functioning of the human body that would be 
caused by elevating body core and/or local 
tissue temperatures to an unsafe level 
(C.3.3.2)
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Causative Factor is Temperature, not SARCausative Factor is Temperature, not SAR

Cataracts: Rabbit eyes 
cataractogenic RF exposure with body cooling (<41 oC) = 
no cataracts (Kramar et al. 1975)

Birth defects: Mice
teratogenic RF exposure + anesthesia = no birth defects 
(Rugh and McManaway 1976)

Nerve cell response: nerve conduction in isolated neurons (an 
established temperature sensitive effect) 

no effect at high SARs when sample kept at normal 
temperature
SARs up to 1500 W/kg (CW) or up to 220 kW/kg (PW)           
(Chou and Guy 1978)



Endpoint Species,
Organ or Tissue

Threshold ( ºC
and SAR (W/kg))

Exposure
duration

Convulsions Mouse 44 ºC

CNS deterioration Human (CNS) 42-43 ºC

Heat stroke Human 
Human

>42 ºC    (core)
>40.5 ºC (brain)

Clinical hyperthermia

Nausea, disorientation, 
apathy, delirium

No adverse effects on 
cardiac, hepatic, renal 
systems

Human

Human

Human

41.6-42 ºC (core)

>40 ºC (core)

39.5-40 ºC (core)

45 min – 8 h

6 h

Fetal abnormalities Rat 2-2.5 ºC increase in 
pregnant rat (core)

Tens of min up to ~1 h

Behavioral disruption Rat, squirrel monkey, 
Rhesus monkey

1 ºC increase (core)
(3.2-8.4 W/kg)

40-60 min

Thresholds for Adverse Biological EffectsThresholds for Adverse Biological Effects



Endpoint Species
Organ

Tissue

Threshold 
[ºC and SAR (W/kg)]

Exposure
duration

Full thickness burn
Full thickness burn
Skin necrosis
Skin necrosis
Pricking pain

Human
Human
Human
Human
Human 

60 ºC
45 ºC
55-50 ºC
43 ºC
45 ºC

5 s
100 min
3-10 s
10-12 h
3-10 s 

Thermal injury Rat, mouse, dog, 
cat (spinal cord, 
brain)

43-44 ºC 1-80 min

Cataract Rabbit (eye) >41 ºC (>150 W/kg) >30 min

Increase in blood-
brain barrier 
permeability 

Rat >40 ºC (brain)
(>4 W/kg WBA) 

4 h

Sperm damage >2 ºC

Thresholds for Adverse Biological EffectsThresholds for Adverse Biological Effects
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Upper Tier Limit and Body TemperatureUpper Tier Limit and Body Temperature

A whole-body average SAR of 0.4 W/kg is 
protective against core body temperature increases ~0.1 oC
or less 

Upper tier limit is 10X less than that needed to increase 
core temperature by 1 oC in rats and monkeys (C.2.2.2.1)

about 35% of the resting metabolic heat production of 
average human adult 

This level is completely benign; it will not increase the core 
body temperature by a measurable amount under almost 
all environmental conditions. (C.3.3.2)
Heating at this level would be comparable to donning a 
light sweater and would be of little or no physiological 
significance during most daily activities. (B.5.1.1)
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Conservatism of ICES RF Standard (B.2.1)Conservatism of ICES RF Standard (B.2.1)

Extrapolation of the behavioral effect (work disruption) 
from animals to humans is considered conservative: 

Not based on permanent pathology (lethality, cancer, birth 
defects, etc.) or reversible tissue damage (C.1)
Based on perception phenomenon (heating causing work 
stoppage) 
Comparable increases in core body temperature are not easily 
produced in humans due to their more efficient thermoregulatory 
system
Even at exposure levels considerably higher than current RF 
standards allow, human body temperature is efficiently 
regulated by the mobilization of appropriate heat loss 
mechanisms, such as sweating and skin blood flow (Adair 
et al.) 
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Rationale for Changing Peak Spatial Average SAR Rationale for Changing Peak Spatial Average SAR 
(C.2.2.2.1)(C.2.2.2.1)

In previous standard, peak SAR based on dosimetry 
showing 20:1 ratio between peak and whole-body 
average SAR
More recent data show >100:1 ratio (Bernardi et al. 
2003) but relaxing peak SARs to levels >40 W/kg not 
acceptable to ICES SC4 
Adopted upper tier limit of 10 W/kg (same as in ICNIRP) 
based on biological rationale 
Limit is 10X less than SAR threshold for cataracts 
(permanent adverse tissue damage)
An RF-induced cataract is a thermal effect with a 
threshold at 41 oC
Peak SAR limit considered conservative because 
cataract thresholds determined in animals with 
compromised blood flow due to use of anesthetics 



Table C.1—Maximum increase in eye temperature calculated from thermal 
models for RF exposures (0.9–6 GHz) of 10 W/kg averaged over 10 g

Reference: Comment Frequency (GHz)        ∆T (oC)

Hirata et al. (1999): isolated eyeball 1.9 4

Hirata et al. (2000): 1 1.1
human eye model thermally isolated from head 1.9 1.2

6 2.2

Hirata et al. (2002): 0.9 0.94
human eye model thermally isolated from head 1.9 1.3

6 2.4

Hirata (2004): 0.9 1.7
blood flow in retina, choroid and sclera included 1.5 1.7

1.9 1.7



Table C.2 (mod.). Correlation of SARmax (10 g) in whole head 
with max T rise in the brain at 835/900 and 1500/1800 MHz

Reference ∆Tmax (oC)
@ 10 W/kg 

Wang and Fujuwara (1999) 0.76
Van Leeuwen et al. (1999) 1.29
Wainwright (2000) 1.22a

Bernardi et al. (2000) 1.20b

Gandhi et al. (2001) 0.52
Bernardi et al. (2001) 0.51
Yioultsis et al. (2002) 1.6
Hirata et al. (2003) 0.84c

Hirata and Shiozawa (2003) 0.72c

a Author’s corrected value.
b Same authors reported lower value in Bernardi et al. (2001) 
c  Averaged values provided by A. Hirata
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Animal Cancer Studies (n=35): ModelsAnimal Cancer Studies (n=35): Models

Spontaneous cancer model (9)

2-y (7), 1-y (2) 

Genetically-modified animal models (10)

Mammary tumors (5), transgenic (4), lymphoma

Injected tumor cell models (5)

Chemically-induced tumor models (14)

ENU (4), BP (2), DMH, DEN, DMBA (6)

Ionizing radiation-induced tumor models (2)
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Animal Cancer Studies: Exposure DurationAnimal Cancer Studies: Exposure Duration

15 studies exposed animals for 12 - 25 months
13 of these 15 studies exposed for 18 - 25 months
6 studies exposed animals almost continuously 

20 - 24 h/day, 7 d/week, for 10 - 25 months
4 studies exposed for 20 - 22 h/d, 7 d/week, for 18 -
25 months 
In utero/neonatal exposure

2 two-year brain cancer studies included exposure 
during gestation days 19 – 21
1 two-year study included exposure from 
gestation day 19 to 23 days of age 

Application to RF exposure standard development
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Animal Cancer Studies: SummaryAnimal Cancer Studies: Summary

All 29 studies since 1992 observed no significant change 
in tumor incidence except for Repacholi et al. (1997) and 
Anghileri et al. (2005).  
The few studies reporting effects have not been 
confirmed by more recent and well-designed studies with 
good exposure assessment.
The weight of scientific evidence in 35 studies shows that 
RF exposure up to lifetime exposure (2 years) does not 
adversely affect carcinogenic processes (initiation, 
promotion or co-promotion) at

whole-body SAR up to 4 W/kg and 
localized SAR up to 2.3 W/kg.
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SummarySummary
Most temperature sensitive tissues/cells (+2 oC)

embryo/fetus
sperm

Most sensitive organ: brain (behavioral effects at +1 oC)
ICES C95.1-2005 limits are conservative

WBA upper tier limit (0.4 W/kg) protective against core temperature of 
about 0.1 oC (+ Radio Frequency Safety Program required)
WBA lower tier limit (0.08 W/kg) protective against core temperature 
rise in general public
Localized SAR limit:

Biologically based limit harmonized with ICNIRP limit
10 W/kg: 10X less than cataract threshold
10 W/kg ~ < 2 oC increase

Animal cancer studies, including lifetime exposure, define NOAEL for
cancer
survival (no life shortening disease) 
body mass (no effect on general health indicator) 



Is C95.1C95.1--2005 protective?  2005 protective?  
A medical point of viewA medical point of view

Marvin Ziskin, M.D. Marvin Ziskin, M.D. 
SC4 CoSC4 Co--ChairChair
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS

Medical Applications
Hyperthermia literature is voluminous
Diathermy widely used in treatment of soft 
tissue injury
Both apply >100 W/kg RF to patients 
without harm other than burns 
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS

Thermal Bioeffects 

Most sensitive and important irreversible 
effects occur in: 

Rapidly dividing cells 
Fetal developmental abnormalities 
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS

Fetal Developmental Abnormality Thresholds
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS

t43   =    t   x   R(43 –T)

where,
t = Time in minutes
T = Temperature in oC
t43 = Time to produce same effect at 43 oC
R= 0.25    if Temp < 43 oC

0.50    if Temp > 43 oC

Temperature – Duration Relationship
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SAFE TEMPERATURES

Temperature (oC)
43
42
41
40
39

Minutes
1
4

16
64
∞

COMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTSCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO THERMAL BIOEFFECTS
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINIONCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINION

Medical reasonableness of C95.1-2005
Very conservative
Some concerns will never be completely 
eliminated 
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINIONCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINION

Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity
No level low enough 
Bergqvist study 
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINION COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINION 

Acquainted with many overexposures:
Severe overexposures cause relatively 
minimal damage 
Burning is the damage 
Pain is helpful in protecting from damage 
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COMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINIONCOMMENTS RELATIVE TO MEDICAL OPINION

We live in a dangerous world
We attempt to minimize or eliminate risks
Risks from RF fields under C95.1-2005 
limits are de minimus
Normal diurnal temperature variation 
exceeds what can occur under C95.1-2005 



4. Recommendations4. Recommendations
(Normative section)(Normative section)

CC--K. Chou, Ph.D.K. Chou, Ph.D.
SC4 Ex CoSC4 Ex Co--ChairChair
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4. Recommendations (Normative Section)4. Recommendations (Normative Section)

4.1 Basic restrictions (BRs) and maximum permissible 
exposures (MPEs) for 3 kHz - 5 MHz

4.2 BRs and MPEs for frequencies between 100 kHz and 
3 GHz

4.3 BRs for frequencies between 3 GHz and 300 GHz
4.4 MPEs for frequencies between 100 kHz and 300 GHz
4.5 Suggested limit for contact voltage to protect against 

RF burns
4.6 Relaxation of the power density MPEs for localized 

exposures
4.7 Assessing compliance with this standard
4.8 RF safety programs
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Protect against adverse effectsProtect against adverse effects

Below 100 kHz only the electrostimulation 
limits apply, above 5 MHz only the thermal 
limits apply, and both sets of limits apply in 
the transition region. 
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Electrostimulation is the dominant effect Electrostimulation is the dominant effect 
requiring protection from 3 requiring protection from 3 –– 100 kHz100 kHz

Standard provides protection with respect to 
dangerous, adverse or painful electrostimulation.
Limits derived for established mechanisms of 
electrostimulation

Nerve excitation 
Muscle excitation 
Cardiac excitation
Dominant for CW with f = 0 – 100 kHz
May require additional peak restrictions for low duty-
factor pulsed CW from 100 kHz – 5 MHz.
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3 kHz to 5 MHz

Averaged over 5 mm in length, and 0.2 s
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Basic Restrictions and Maximum Permissible Basic Restrictions and Maximum Permissible 
Exposures for Magnetic FieldsExposures for Magnetic Fields

BRs
Limitations on the in situ (within tissue) electrical 
forces that adequately avoid adverse effects
Adherence to the standard requires that the basic 
restrictions not be exceeded

MPEs
Reference levels that demonstrate that the basic 
restrictions will not be exceeded
Based on conservative assumptions
May be exceeded as long as the Basic 
Restrictions are not exceeded
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Below approx. 
1 kHz, limits 
are driven by 
avoidance of 
adverse 
synaptic 
effects in CNS. 
Above 1 kHz, 
limits are 
driven by 
avoidance of 
painful 
sensation. 

Magnetic flux density environmental limits
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Basic restrictions based on electrostimulation
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EMF Limits Derived from EMF Limits Derived from 
Electrostimulation MechanismsElectrostimulation Mechanisms

C95.1-1999 C95.1-2005
Frequency range

CW
Pulsed

3 – 100 kHz
NS

3 – 100 kHz
Up to 5 MHz

Basic restriction 
metric
(in-situ quantity)

Current density E-field

Tiers
lower limit
upper limit

Uncontr. environ.
Controlled environ.

Action level
Controlled environ

NS = not specified
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RMS induced and contact current limits for CW  RMS induced and contact current limits for CW  
sinusoidal waveforms, sinusoidal waveforms, f = 3 to 100 kHzf = 3 to 100 kHz

C95.1-1999 C95.1-2005

Condition Uncontrolled 
Environments

(mA)

Persons in 
Controlled 

Environments
(mA)

Action Level
(mA)

Persons in 
Controlled 

Environments
(mA)

Both feet 0.90f 2.00 f 0.90f 2.00 f

Each foot 0.45f 1.00 f 0.45f 1.00 f

Contact, 
grasp

0.45f 1.00 f NA 1.00 f

Contact, 
touch

NS NS 0.167f 0.50 f

NS = Not specified; 
NA = Not applicable
f is expressed in kHz

• C95.1-2005 adds the contact category “touch”. Grasping contact pertains to controlled environments 
where personnel are trained to make grasping contacts and to avoid touch contacts with energized 
conductive objects.
• Lowered limits for touch contacts included in 2005 revision because perception thresholds depend on          
contact area.
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Comparisons with C95.1-1991 and ICNIRP
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Comparison of ICNIRP/ICES E-field limits

1.E+00

1.E+01

1.E+02

1.E+03

1.E+04

1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06 1.E+07 1.E+08 1.E+09 1.E+10 1.E+11 1.E+12

Frequency [Hz]

E 
[V

/m
]

ICNIRP (public)
ICNIRP (occupational)
IEEE C95.1 (public)
IEEE C95.1 (occupational)
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Comparison of ICNIRP/ICES H-field limits

1.E- 02

1.E- 01

1.E+00

1.E+01

1.E+02

1.E+03

1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06 1.E+07 1.E+08 1.E+09 1.E+10 1.E+11 1.E+12

Frequency [Hz]

H 
[A

/m
]

ICNIRP (public)
ICNIRP (occupational)
IEEE C95.1 (public)
IEEE C95.1 (occupational)
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Higher tier: The spatial peak value of the power density 
or mean squared field strength shall not exceed 20 
times the square of the allowed spatially averaged 
values (Table 8) at frequencies below 300 MHz, 
and shall not exceed the equivalent power density 
of 200 W/m2 at frequencies between 300 MHz and 
3 GHz.

Lower tier: …(Table 9) at frequencies below 400 MHz, 
and shall not exceed the equivalent power density 
of 40 W/m2 at frequencies between 400 MHz and 3 
GHz.

4.6 Peak power density MPEs for localized exposures
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4.8 RF safety programs

Where there may be access to RF fields, 
currents, and/or voltages that exceed the 
lower tier (Action Level) of this standard, an 
RF safety program such as detailed in IEEE 
Std C95.7-2005 shall be implemented to 
ensure that exposures do not exceed the 
MPEs or BRs for persons in a controlled 
environment. 
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C95.1C95.1--2005: Summary2005: Summary
45 year committee history
Open process
Large international multidiscipline committee
IEEE procedures ensure due process and transparency at 
every level
Basis of standard described in detail
Rationale provided for revisions
Methods for implementation included
Basic restrictions in harmony with ICNIRP
Lower tier recommendations, defined as action level, in 
harmony with ICNIRP up to 100 GHz
Incorporates concept of an RF safety program 
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WBA SAR & AMBIENT TEMPERATURE EQUIVALENCY
or “GETTING A FEEL FOR SAR”
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An application of the ASHRAE Thermal Comfort Tool

Using comfort as a 
measure of the 
perception of thermal 
loading.

Example: 0.4 W/kg 
WBA RF load would 
be expected to be 
perceived as the 
equivalent of about a 
1.3°C increase in 
ambient temperature.

See p. 109, C95.1-
2005.



act

Matters Arising from 
the Minutes

ICES TC95 SC4 Minutes—June 2006 Meeting ATTACHMENT 8



1.  Publicizing the standard

FOR ACTION:

A working group, comprised of Adair, Chou, 
Lang, Osepchuk, Petersen (WG chairman), 
Tell, Varanelli and Ziskin, shall draft a paper 
intended for submission to IEEE Spectrum
that describes ICES, C95.1-2005 and the 
detailed process that led to this revision.  
An outline shall be prepared by 15 January 
2006 and a first draft by 31 January 2006. 



2.  Website

• Many expressed concerns about the structure of the 
site and recommended a revision to bring all of the 
ICES sites together, including sites maintained by 
TC34/SC2.  Petersen suggested modeling the site 
after the ANSI ASC Z136 (laser safety) website, 
designed and operated by Bob Thomas.

• FOR ACTION
• D’Andrea will contact Thomas to find out what is 

necessary to model the ICES website after the Z136 
website and will serve as coordinator.



3.  ANSI status of IEEE standards

• Tell raised the question of ANSI approval of 
IEEE standards, specifically why IEEE 
standards are no longer listed as ANSI 
standards.

FOR ACTION:
• Petersen will follow up with IEEE to 

determine the following: 
– Are all IEEE standards are approved by ANSI as 

national standards?
– If they are, are they listed as such?
– If they are not, why not?



4.  Short Courses

• Tell explained SC-2 concluded that it would be 
worthwhile to develop shortcourses on C95.1 
and C95.7, similar to the shortcourses that were 
presented on C95.1-1991 and C95.6-2002. 

FOR ACTION
• Chou and Tell will work together to develop 

outlines for two shortcourses – one for C95.7-
2005, the other on C95.7-2005. 



Next Revision of C95.1
• D’Andrea:  philosophical issues will have to be 

considered if an effort is made for purposes of global 
harmonization.  For example, the basic restrictions and 
MPEs developed by SC-4 are based on established 
adverse health effects in human beings – other 
organizations, such as WHO, set the bar much lower 
and include effects related to feelings of well being.

• Chou:   asked for discussion on the basic metric, e.g., 
SAR or temperature.

• Tell:  The philosophy of the Risk Assessment WG was to 
focus on the results of the literature reviews, rather than 
on documentation of each reviewed paper. 
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Literature Review Considerations from Minutes 
 
Literature surveillance 

Joe Morrissey will assume Heynick’s position as chairman of the Literature 
Surveillance WG.   

 

Literature review 

Cohen pointed out that the problem in the past has been the large number of papers 
that had to be reviewed, many of which were irrelevant.  He suggested devising 
some up-front selection criteria.   

Blick suggested the pre-filtering could be done by Morrissey, e.g. forward papers 
that he thought might be relevant to a small to a small expert group that would 
judge whether they are relevant or not.   

Blick suggested creating a web-based process that includes selection criteria, but 
the issue of finding an adequate number of willing, competent reviewers still 
remains. 

 

Literature Surveillance Working Group 

 Joe Morrissey, Chair 

 Darius Leszczynski 

 Sheila Johnston 

 Joe Elder 

 

Proposed Filtering Process 

 Step 1:  Literature Capture  -  Collection of every RF article 

 Step 2:  Selection of Papers relevant to standard setting 

 Step 3:  Division of relevant papers into specialty areas for initial review 

 Step 4:  Critical evaluation for scientific validity 

 Step 5:  Synoptic Reviews of Selected Topics 

 

Other Concerns: 

Good vs. Relevant Articles 
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Suggested revision to address localized exposure/relaxation of peak 
power density issue  
 
Page 7 
 
Change  
3.1.33 localized exposure: For frequencies exceeding 100 kHz, an exposure of a portion of the body 
wherein the incident plane-wave equivalent power density, or the squares of the field strength exceed 20 
times the spatially averaged value over the projected (cross-sectional) area of the body. See: RF hot spot. 
 
To: 
3.1.33 localized exposure: For frequencies exceeding 100 kHz, the exposure, expressed as incident plane-
wave equivalent power density, or the squares of the field strength, at a specific location on the surface of 
the body. See: RF hot spot. 
 
Pages 24 and 25 
For Tables 8 and 9 
 
a For exposures that are uniform over the dimensions of the body, such as certain far-field 
plane-wave exposures, the exposure field strengths and power densities are compared 
with the MPEs in the Table. For non-uniform exposures, the mean values of the exposure 
fields, as obtained by spatially averaging the squares of the field strengths or averaging 
the power densities over an area equivalent to the vertical cross section of the human 
body (projected area) or a smaller area depending on frequency (see Note a below), are  
compared with the MPEs in the Table. 
 
 
Page 26 
Note a) under Table 9  
  
From 3 GHz to 30 GHz, the power density is spatially averaged over any contiguous area 
corresponding to 100 λ2, where λ is the free space wavelength of the RF field in centimeters. For 
frequencies exceeding 30 GHz, the power density is spatially averaged over any contiguous area 
of 0.01 m2 (100 cm2) ,not to exceed a maximum power density of 1000 W/m2 in any one square 
centimeter as determined by a calculation or a conventional field measurement. 
. 
  
4.6 Peak Relaxation of the power density MPEs for localized exposures 
 
The following relaxation of the power density MPE is allowed for exposure of any part of the body. 
Compliance with the MPE of Table 8 (upper tier) is determined from spatial averages of power 
density or the mean squared electric and magnetic field strengths over areas as defined in the 
note a in Table 8 over an area equivalent to the vertical cross section of the human body (projected area) 
at a distance no closer than 0.2 m from the field source. The spatial peak value of the power density or 
mean squared field strength shall not exceed 20 times the square of the allowed spatially 
averaged values (Table 8) at frequencies below 300 MHz, and shall not exceed the equivalent 
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power density of 200 W/m2 at frequencies between 300 MHz and 3 GHz, 200 (f/3)1/5 W/m2 at 
frequencies between 3 and 96 GHz (f is in GHz), and 400 W/m2 at frequencies above 96 GHz.   
 
 
Compliance with Table 9 (lower tier) is determined from spatial averages of power density or the 
mean squared electric and magnetic field strengths over areas as defined in the note a in Table 9 
over an area equivalent to the vertical cross section of the human body (projected area) at a distance no 
closer than 0.2 m from the field source.  The spatial peak value of the power density or mean 
squared field strength shall not exceed 20 times the square of the allowed spatially averaged 
values (Table 9) at frequencies below 400 MHz, and shall not exceed the equivalent power 
density of 40 W/m2 at frequencies between 4300 MHz and 3 GHz, 18.56 (f)0.699 W/m2 at 
frequencies between 3 and 30 GHz (f is in GHz), and 200 W/m2 at frequencies above 30 GHz.  
 
Page 123 
C.7.4  
 
Delete the last sentence of C.7.4  
The choice of 1 cm2 for the spatial peak averaging area was influenced by several factors. First, there is 
general agreement with other guidelines and standards including ICNIRP [B63] and ANSI Z136.1-2000 
[B7]. Second, the surface area of the cornea is approximately 1 cm2. Lastly, this is a practical limit for spot 
size at 5 cm or 3 probe diameters (which ever is greater) from an RF source for assessing compliance with 
the MPE to avoid undesirable coupling between the probe and the source (see IEEE Std C95.3-2002). 
 
 
Add at the end of the section C.7.4: 
 
The time averaging formulas in Table 8 and 9, and formulas and levels in Section 4.6 were based 
on a thermal analysis of tissue heated with RF energy, taking into account the diffusion of heat 
due to thermal conduction and expected removal of heat due to blood flow [R632, R672]. They 
are intended to limit the maximum temperature increase in the tissue exposed to RF energy. For 
the lower tier, the limits are more conservative.   
 



Introduction and objectivesIntroduction and objectives
The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is commonly prescribed as a basic 
restriction in RF safety standards and guidelines for protection against 
established adverse health effects.  

The limits for two main quantities, namely, Whole-Body Average (WBA) 
SAR and the peak locally averaged SAR are used in the current safety 
standards for frequencies 100 kHz to either 3 GHz (ICES) or 10 GHz 
(ICNIRP). The locally averaged SAR is defined as the spatially averaged 
SAR in any 10-g cube (ICES) of tissue or in any 10-g mass of contiguous 
tissue (ICNIRP). Experimentally, the WBA SAR can be obtained by dividing 
the total measured power absorbed in the body by the total mass. In 
contrast, the locally averaged SAR specified in the ICES standard is 
obtained by averaging the point SAR distribution over the volume that 
contains the specified mass of tissue. A detailed description of the 
averaging algorithm for the ICES standards is given in the Annex E of the 
IEEE C95.3-2002 standard and is now widely employed in computer 
simulations and measurements of RF exposure. Because more than 50 
years of research has shown that known adverse health effects from 
excessive RF exposure are due to thermal mechanism, it is reasonable to 
relate SAR with temperature rise in tissues.

In this poster we present an alternative scheme for calculating localized 
average SAR which we believe is more closely related to thermal steady 
state tissue temperature rise induced by RF heating.

MethodsMethods
Our general proposition is that local averaged SAR should not be obtained 
by mathematically averaging the point SAR over a volume, but should 
rather be calculated by dividing the total power absorbed in the Vm volume 
by its mass. Although, in practice the difference between these two 
quantities may not be large, it is important to note that SAR calculated in 
the latter case will be more representative of a steady-state temperature 
elevation of that volume due to RF energy deposition. This is true for the 
local SAR computed for any mass of tissue. The most general 
consideration leading to this conclusion is that the temperature is an 
energetic characteristic, while the volume averaged SAR depends also on 
the mass density distribution within the averaging volume. 

Temperature elevation due to RF exposure is well described by the 
Pennes model (H. H. Pennes, “Analysis of Tissue and Arterial Blood 
Temperature in the Resting Human Forearm,”J. of Applied Physiology, Vol. 
1, pp. 93-102, 1948.) of bioheat equation, which sets an energy balance 
constraint:

,           (1)

SPATIALLY AVERAGED SAR RELATIONSHIP TO THERMAL RESPONSE DUE TO RSPATIALLY AVERAGED SAR RELATIONSHIP TO THERMAL RESPONSE DUE TO RF F 
ENERGY DEPOSITION IN LOSSY HETEROGENEOUS MEDIAENERGY DEPOSITION IN LOSSY HETEROGENEOUS MEDIA

Giorgi Bit-Babik1, Antonio Faraone1, C-K Chou1, Mays Swicord1, and Vitas Anderson2

(1) Motorola Corporate EME Research Lab, Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA       (2) THL Australia Pty Ltd., St Leonards, NSW, Australia

where ρ is the mass density (kg/m3) and pRF is the time derivative of the 
dissipated RF energy density (W/m3). From this equation it is clear that the 
mass density may only affect the transient temperature behavior, while the 
steady-state temperature rise in tissue is invariant to the mass density 
distribution.
Therefore, we propose that the local SAR for a volume Vm that contains a 
mass m of tissue is defined as:

. (2)

Such a definition is independent from the mass density distribution within 
the volume Vm .
Contrary to this, the present average SAR definition according to the IEEE 
C95.3-2002 standard is:

,          (3)

which evidently depends on the density distributions within the volume Vm . 

ConclusionsConclusions
We recommend our proposed formulation (2) for locally averaged SAR for 
future versions of the standards for RF human exposure.  We believe that 
this formulation better reflects the intentions of basic restrictions to provide 
a fundamental metric for the potentially adverse effects of RF induced 
tissue temperature rise. It should be noted that our proposal and the 
current IEEE C95.1 practice of volume averaged SAR are equivalent for 
assessment volumes that are homogeneous in density, for example in the 
tissue-equivalent liquids used in SAR compliance measurements (as 
specified in IEEE Std. 1528 and IEC 62209-1).

Example: exposure of the multilayer dielectric object and Example: exposure of the multilayer dielectric object and 
associated temperature elevationassociated temperature elevation
A two-layer dielectric object is exposed to a normally incident RF plane 
wave at 1 GHz. The ambient temperature is 22°C. The layers have 
different dielectric and thermal properties. Two situations are considered: 
a) the layers have the same mass density; b) the layers have different 
mass density. In both cases the total mass of the (2.15 x 2.15 x 2.15) cm3

volume is equal to 10 gram. Since the dielectric properties in the two cases 
are the same the absorbed RF power in these volumes is also the same, 
as well as the steady state temperature rise distribution. However, the 
localized average SAR estimates calculated by the current IEEE volume 
averaging methodology leads to different values, thereby demonstrating 
the extraneous influence of mass density inherent in this approach.
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